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SEISMIC RISK FROM HAUI TO KAUAI IN THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

W.M. Adams, A.S. Furumoto and E.Herrero-Bervera

University of Hawaii

In terms of seismic risk, the Hawaiian islands should be divided into three regions: the
southeastern or Big Island region; the central region; and the northwestern or Kauai
region. Adequate attention has been given to the Big Island region in regards to seismic
risk because of the numerous volcanic earthquakes there. In the central region, which has
had damaging and destructive earthquakes within h is tor ica l times, seismic hazard has been
progressively neglected since 1948, to result in the present inadequate seismic zoning.
The earthquakes in the central region are of the tectonic type and the return period
of magnitude 7 earthquakes i s around 67 years. An earthquake in the range of magnitude
5 has occurred and in the future similar earthquakes could occur directly under the city
of Honolulu. As a countermeasure, upgrading of seismic zoning i s recommended. The
seismo-tectonics of the central region, which phenomenologically seems to be due to the
intersection of the Molokai Fracture Zone with the hot spot migratory tread of the
Hawaiian Islands, should be investigated in earnest and c lar i f i ed .

SEISHIC INTERRELATIONS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN REGION: A STATISTICAL APPROACH

Dar io A l b a r e l l o
D ipar t imento di Scienze d e l l a Terra - U n i v . Siena ( I t a i y )
D ipar t imento di F i s i c s - S e t t . G e o f i s i c e - Un iv . Bologna ( I t a l y )

Marco H u c c i a r e l l i
I s t i t u t o Sper imenta le H o d e l l i e S t n u t t u r e - Bergamo ( I t a l y )

Enzo Mantovani
D ipar t imento di Scienze de l ta Terra - U n i v . Siena ( I t a l y )

The presence of a s i g n i f i c a n t degree of i n t e r r e l a t i o n between the seismic energy
re lease in a r e a s t e c h n i c a l l y connected of the M e d i t e r r a n e a n b a s i n , has been
r e c e n t l y p o i n t e d out (rtantovani et a t . , 1986, 1987 a b , 1 9 8 9 ) . In t h i s work some
problems concerning the s t a t i s t i c a l ana lys is of i n t e r r e l a t i o n s between seismic
energy r e l e a s e t ime se r i es are d iscussed. In p a r t i c u l a r , the use of a d i s t r i b u t i o n -
f r e e approach ( K e n d a l l rank c o r r e l a t i o n a n a l y s i s ) i s proposed to overcome the
d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered wi th the c l a s s i c a l p a r a m e t r i c approach (Pearson
c o r r e l a t i o n a n a l y s i s ) in the es t imate of the seismic i n t e r r e l a t i o n s i g n i f i c a n c e
l e v e l . The proposed technique has been used to r e - a n a l y z e the s n s m i e
i n t e r r e l a t i o n s so f a r proposed i n the Medi terranean r e g i o n .

Mantovani E . , A l b a r e l l o D . , M u c c i a r e l l i H . , Phys. E a r t h P l a n . I n t . , 1 9 3 6 , 4 4 , 2 6 4
Mantovani E . , A l b a r e l l o D . , M u c c i a r e l l i M . , Ann. Geophys . , 1987 a , 2 , 143
Mantovani E . , H u c c i a r e l l i « . , A l b a r e l l o D . , Phys. E a r t h P l a n . I n t . , 1987 b , 49 ,259
Mantovani E . , A l b a r e l l o D . , M u c c i a r e l l i M . , Phys. E a r t h P l a n . I n t . , 1 9 8 9 , in press
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ASSESSMENT OF EARTHQUAKE HAZARD IN CHILE

S. T. Algermissen
U.S. Geological Survey Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

and
Edgar Kausel

Department of Geophysics, University of Chile
Santiago, Chile

Work has begun on a naw assessment of earthquake ground shaking in Chile. Incen-
tive for the re-evaluation of the seismic haza-.d has been provided by the conside
rable amount of new ground motion data recorded during the Ms = 7.8 earthquake 61
March 3, 1985 and during many aftershocks from March through August 1985. A pro-
babilistic model of the temporal and spatial distribution of seismicity for the
calculation of expected ground motion has been developed that treats the Nazca -
South America plate boundary as a dipping plane seismic source with earthquakes
modeled as finite rupture surfaces. Other seismic sources included in the model
are shallow intraplate earthquakes related to the zone of damaging earthquakes
that have occurred in the San Juan - Mendoza, Argentina area and which may extend
into Chile (for example, The Cajon del Maipo earthquake of 1958) and a "background
zone" of shallow seismicity that includes the border faults of the Central Valley.
Records of strong ground shaking obtained during the 1985 earthquake have shown
large difference in response between sites located on alluvial material and those
located on intrusive igneous or metamorphic rocks. Increases of about two times
in spectral acceleration and four to five times in spectral velocity on alluvium
have been found with respect to rock s i tes . Accordingly, probabilistic seismic
hazard maps of Chile are being computed for two types of s i te conditions - rock
and alluvium. A Poisson model for the occurrence of earthquakes in time is used
and examples of expected ground motion for time periods of interest of 10, 50 and
250 years are presented.

SE1SIUC HAZARD OF LOW 5EJSKIC ACTIVITY IOHES. THE CASE CF KESTEBM CUBA

Leonardo Alvarez, Tnass Chay and Sano Cotilla
institute de Gesfisica y tetronccis

Acadeeia rie Ciencias de Cuba

LM seisaic activity zones are characterized by a 1D» frequency of earthquake occurrence, and sosetiaes relatively strong
earthquakes occur in places with not knonn seissic history. Kestern Cuba i s in such a case, »ith a strong historic earthquake
••Jaaiary 23. 1838, io=VHl - S3K scale! , and another one reported by international agences (Decnbsr 16, 1982. Hj=4.7).
Eeisaic history of this region consist of anlv 7B earthquakes nith satinus felt intensities ranging frra IV to VIII degrees,
and there i s not a neWork of se isak stat ions. Kith those data i t i s not possible to take an univoque delimitation of seisaic
•source zones iS3Il and correspondingly a reliable estimation of i t s parau te r s : a and b of aagnitude-frequency graphics,
isoseissal node!, Bias and depth of occurrence. For this reason thrEe oodeis of SSZ «ere used. The f i r s t consist of principal
alicneaents knotfalls, aith Itaax esti«atei! by analogy with aasisun earthquakes that held in Cuban te r r i tory . The second one i s
a scfceae o{ acre sure fault zones, *ith Jl»a* estieated frss fault disessions. The last one nas tafcen frni a study of
historical-tectonic de*elop*ent zoning of the region, wit.li (iaat estiaatsd by analogy nith other regions.
For ths ahole region an intensity-frequency graphic aas constructed. I t ' s slope nas considered constant for all the area, and

the intercept was adjusted for particulars SSZ. fir. explicit transforaation fros slope and intercept of intensity frequency
graphics to paraieters a ass t of iigi-itude-ireqiiancy ones Has devslcpsd. By assuring a aiddle hypocentra! distance of 30 ks
for the reports! easiaun intensit ies Here obtained the transformed values o-r a and t <Gr all the SSZ. Seisiic hazard
calculation? »ere periarficd Kith progress SODIDA, by cansidEring an eliptical isoseisea! aodel and fiied depth of 28 ki.
Results octained froa the tftree sodels nere coepsred r,itk areas of fel t earthquakes. The lest f i t (predicts!! veu - reported
issseisaeisi aas obtained »ith ths second eodel of SSZ; the first ons shons a slight underestisation of seistic haiard, nhile
t3E last one tends to ftazard overestieation. Howyer, tafeirig i.ote account that data i s scasiy to tike Mob reliable seisnic
fciiard s s t iHt ions , i t =sa«s aore reasonable to use intervals est i ta t ions considering eitreaal values froa the tkrea «adels,
instead oS fro« s particular one. Tha present approach is believed to be « useful tool for a f i r s t hand seisiic ta2ard
estieatiw. n VM SEISSIC activity zones, prior to a detailed seisaicity stud/ nits a dense netnorfc of seisi ic stations.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MODELLING
OP THE VHANCEA REGION SEISMIC ACTIVITY

Lumi ni-jja Ardeleanu
Center of Earth Physics and Seismology, Bucharest, Romania

The aim of this paper is to study the depth dependence of the space and time
distribution of the small and moderate earthquakes which occurred in tLo
Vrancea intermediate depth focal region, in the period June 1977 - tSay i>88,
using a parametrization based on the V/eibull distribution function. The
influence of the magnitude threshold on the seismicity patterns is also
analysed* A special attention is given to detect possible depth - dependent
anomalies preceding major earthquakes*

AMPLITUDE DOMAIN AE A L Y S I S Oi1 iHE VELOCITY RECORDS
J?OR ROHAlJlAlj SEISMIC i

Lumini^a Ardeleanu and Victoria Oancea
Center of Earth Physics and Seismology, Bucharest, Romania

The frequency-amplitude distribution derived from velocity records of small and
moderate seismic events is analysed. The magnitude dependence as well as the
local depth dependence of the parameters of this distribution are investigated.
The results of the amplitude domain analysis ere used for the determination of
the energy content of P and S waves, which is correlated with the focal mecha-
nism. Also, the medium properties are studied by means of the computed values
of trie quality factor Q.

SOME FEATURES OF EPICENTRAL AREA OF THE SPITAK, DECEMBER 7, 19B8
EARTHQUAKE

Arefiev S.S., Borissoff B.A., Tatevosyan R.E.
Institute of Physic of the Earth, IPE AS USSR

The catastrophic Spitak earthquake (M=7.0) occurred in the north of Armenia
and was characterized with a reverse faurt with a minor right lateral strike-
-slip component mechanism. The emerged part of the fault had extention about
15 km.

The whole epicentral area is entirely situated within the western part of
the Sevan synclinorium which 'wedges' from the east into the large area of volca-
nic plateaus, 'dives' under that and probably meets a northern branch of the
North Anatolia fault.

The seismicity of the epicentral zone was very low before the earthquake
for many years, but the east and the west edges of the zone were marked with two
rather strong shocks (M>5.0) at 1916 (Kirovakan) and 1926 (Leninakan). There
was also a shock of 1967 ('Spitak earthquake') M=5.0 whose coordinates were some-
what indefinite.

The mainshock source dimensions are estimated from the cloud of aftershocks
position. It is 85 km long, 10-15 km wide and deep also.

The whole area is divided here into three parts by seismicity patterns,
western, central, eastern ones. The western part has deepest aftershocks, disper-
sed in space, with a low level of seismic activity and lacking in the relatively
weak shocks. The central part (near the tnwn of Spitak) has aftershocks' sources
from 0 to 10 km deep, the highest activity the whole area and a wide range of
energy of shocks: from weak ones to the strongest shock (M=4.9, 3i.12.88) in all
the sequence which was registered during three months after the main shock. The
eastern part has very shallow sources, a high activity but no strong shocks.

It is worth to mention a transverse direction noticeable on the map of seis-
mic fractionality p* which crosses the main latitudinal structural zone.



SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS FOR FINITE EXTENT SOURCES BY A SINGLE RAY APPROACH

Vladimir Barta'k
Energoprojekt Praha,^Czechoslovakia

Vlast is lav Cerveny
I n s t i t u t e of Geophysics, Charles University, Czechoslovakia

Ivan Psencik
Geophysical I n s t i t u t e , Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Czechoslovakia

High-frequency synthetic ground motions generated by fault ing sources of f i n i t e extent a re
computed with the use of a s ing le ray approach. In the single ray approach. Green's functions
appearing in the representat ion theorem are evaluated by paraxial ray approximation from a s in-
gle ray connecting a point on the fault with the receiver . The approach i s applicable to "small"
sources s i tuated in any l a t e r a l l y varying layered and/or block s t ruc tu re s . F in i t e extent sources
with an arbi t rary var ia t ion of rupture velocity and the s l i p velocity i n t ens i ty factor over t he
faul t can be considered. For "small" sources (over whose surface the paraxia l ray approximation
i s suff ic ient ly accurate) , the approach gives sa t i s fac tory resu l t s with extremely low computing
time requirements. Thus, t he s ingle ray approach offers a promising appl icat ion in solving in-
verse problems for the determination of rupture ve loc i ty and/or s l i p ve loc i ty intensi ty factor
d i s t r ibu t ions on the fault from ground motions.

The advantages and l imi ta t ions of the approach a re demonstrated by comparisons of the r e -
s u l t s of single-ray-approach with those obtained by the isochrone method and by the f i n i t e - e l e -
ment/discrete wavenumber method, based on the complete Green tensor. In t he numerical experi-
ments with sources of diameters 1-2 km si tuated a t depths of about 5 km and a prevail ing frequ-
ency of about 5 Hz, the s ingle ray approach y ie lds suff ic ient ly accurate r e su l t s for surface
receivers a t epicentral dis tances upto 10 km. Special at tent ion i s also devoted to the inves t i -
gation of the l imits of app l i cab i l i t y of the paraxia l ray approximation. Results of several pa-
rametric studies of small f i n i t e extent sources a re presented.

EVALUATION OF SEISMIC Q, IN CENTRAL GREECE FROM LOCAL EVENTS

J. Baskoutas
Seismological Insti tute, National Observatory of Athens,

118 10 Athens, GREECE
K. C. Mafcropoulos, J. Drakopoulos and V. Kouskouna

Department of Geophysics, University of Athens.Panepistimioupolis, I l i s s ia
157 84 Athens, GREECE

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the attenuation in Central Greece
from the temporal decay of coda wave amplitude on narrow band-pass fi l tered
seismograms of local earthquakes. Using the data obtained from the Volos-Eastern
Greece telemetric network (VOLNET) during the period 1983-1985, the evaluation
of Qc-Kf) is achieved by using the single isotropic scattering model (Sato,
1977). Thus, Qc-i is estimated for different lapse time in order to examine the
behavior of wave paths primarily in the upper crust and in tha deeper portion of
tne lithosphere. The frequency dependence of Qc-» is examined by using
t i l te red records at different frequency bands centered at 1, 2, 4, 8Hz and the
results are interpreted in terms of tectonic complexity of the area.



SEISMIC ACTIVITY OP WEST CARPATHIANS AND

ADJACENT TERRITORIES

V.I.Bune, N.S.Medvedeva, T.P.Polyakova

Moscow, Institute of Physics of the Earth, USSR

Academy of Sciences

I.Brouchok

Bra t i s l ava , Geophysical I n s t i t u t e , Slovak Academy
of Sciences CSSR

Gy.Seidovitz, T.Zsiros
Budapest, Seismologioal Observatory of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Hungary

A catalogue for the West Carpathians t e r r i t o r y was improved. Maps of
earthquake foci ami a c t i v i t y maps were constructed by constant p rec i s ion and
constant d e t a i l s methods,the dependence of maximal poss ible earthquake
magnitudes on seismic a c t i v i t y l eve l s was examined in areas of prepara t ion of
strong earthquakes at constant parameter b values (angle coeff icient of
earthquake reccurenoe graph) - Mraax (A) and var iab le values of t h i s parameter
- Mmax (A,b).A conclusion i s made that before improving maps A,constructed a t
b=const , into Mmax maps i t i s necessary to examine the a c t i v i t y leve l of strong
earthquake a reas according to Mmax (A,b) dependence and to use cor rec t ion for
areas with low A and b values.

MODELLING OP PHYSICAL PROCESSES IK S313MIC SOURCES AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION
OF WAVE FIELDS CAUSED BY CURVILINEAR SYSTEM OF PROPAGATING BUPTURES

A.S.Bykovtsev
I n s t i t u t e of Seismology, UzSSR Academy of Sciences , Khurshid s t . 3 , Tashkent, USSR

One of the most urgent problems of earthquake phys ics i s the quest ion r e l a t e d to
the nature and behavior of f r a c t u r e processes occuring i n the focal zone of
t ec ton i c ear thquake . The f r ac tu r e processes in the foca l zone of a t e c t o n i c
earthquake are modelled by means of system of complex cu rv i l i nea r r u p t u r e s ,
moving discontunuosly in the time and space. The methods of Fracture Mechanics
are used to r e s o l v e important problems of Engineering Seismology - the study and
pred ic t ion of s t rong ground motions near the earthquakes sources . The
particularities of wave fields and seismic vibration spectra at the Earth surface
near the active f aults are investigated. The studies are based on an exact
analytical soluti'on for e system of complex faults containing both slip and
tensile components propagating with piece-constant velocities along curvilinear
branching trajectories. The patterns of strong earthquake faults approximated to
reality are constructed in order to investigate the influence of rupture
inhomogeneities on seismic vibration parameters : amplitude, duration and spectrum.
Nonplanar "curvilinear" faults containing both slip and tensile components, planar
fault ruptures with interruption and inhomogeneous dislocation distribution along
the main fault are investigated.

The numerical simulation of complex faults has shown, that the rupture process
and source geometry heterogeneities distort the shape and amplitude of displacement
time histories; the parameters of the vibration depend on the site position
relative to the fault, the main rupture directivity, complexity of fracture
processes in the source area and mutual arrangement of the subsources. The number
of additional extremums connected with arrests and turns aside of the main fault
rupture and also with nonuniform dislocation coincides with the number of
subsources only for some simple models of earthquake sources. The results
obtained are important for understanding the nature of rupture processes during
the earthquakes and improving the seismic hazard and seismic risk estimation



NUMERICAL SIMULATION OP WAVE FIELDS AND SEISMIC INTENSITY PATTERNS
IN EARTHQUAKE NEAR FIELD ZONES

A.S.Bykovtsev, B.M.Mardonov, V.Yu.Sokolov, Yu.K.Chernov
Institute of Seismology, UzSSR Academy of Sciences, Tashkent, USSR

At present it is considered, that the main factors determining high-frequency
radiation (0.7 to 15-20 Hz) during strong earthquakes, which are most dangerous
for surface and underground constructions and may cause their destruction, are
various heterogeneities of a fault plane, rupture processes and dislocation
distribution along the fault. The numerical simulation of wave fields in the
near source area is one of the most promicing methods for studying the features.
One of the possible models of fracture processes proposed by Bykovtsev A.S. may
be efficiently used in studying of high-frequency radiation occuring in the ne-ar
field of tectonic earthquakes. In our paper we consider the features o£ the wave
field and spectra at the surface near the active fault. The patterns of strong-
earthquake faults (M=6-6.3) most approximated to reality are constructed.

The numerical simulation of complex faults has shown, that the parameters of
vibration sufficiently depend on heterogeneities and inhomogeneities of the
source zone and the site position relative to the fault. In order to estimate
quantitatively the effects of variations in the source parameters on the seismic
intensity distribution around the source the most likely intensity values have
been calculated on the basis of method suggested by Chernov Yu.K. and Sokolov
V.Yu. As it turned out, the seismic intensity patterns in the near field zone
of intensities 7-8 degrees and higher are much dependent on general features of
the earthquake source: dimensions, average value of dislocation and position
relative to the site. The intensity patterns in case of small intensity of
shaking (less than 7 degrees) may depend on fault heterogeneities.

THE QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION 01 THE SEISMIC HAZARD IN TERMS OF ENGINEERING
PARAMETERS OF THE SEISMIC VIBRATION AND INTENSITY OF SHAKING

Chernov Yu.K., Sokolov V.Yu0| Serebryakova E.V.
Institute of Seismology, UzSSR Academy of Sciences, Tashkent, USSR

The method of probable seismic effects prediction based on the complex
consideration of stochastic nature of strong ground motions during any
individual earthquake and uncertainties connected with occurence of the
earthquakes themselves in the given period of time is suggested. The peculiarity
of the method is the use of the general and regional probabilistic dependencies
of engineering parameters of ground seismic vibration" ( displacement, velocity,
acceleration ), such as: amplitude, period, duration, Fourier and response
spectra, and seismic intensity ( connected with parameters mentioned above ) on
magnitude, distance and other characteristics of the earthquake. The application
of those dependencies allows, in many cases, to raise the accuracy and
reliability of the seismic effect estimation.

The method allows to estimate the seismic effect for point, linecr and square
objects as Well as to make seismic zoning of the territory by considered
parameters of seismic effect - intensity, spectra, peak amplitude and etc. The
limitation of the given method is the errors raising while the effect estimations
for the high provision levels ( P 0.yi>-0.99 ), and also while considering
non-amplitude parameters - period, duration, etc. The assessments of probable
peak amplitudes of acceleration, velocity, displacement, Fourier and response
spectra, seismic intensity have been obtained in many seisinoactive regions of
Uzbekistan and other territories by the application of the method to the seismic
effect estimation in various seismotectonic conditions ( mountains, foothills,
plains ). The assessments have been made as on the level of the "initial
seismicity definition" when only source and geological medium characteristics
are considered, so as on the level of the "calculate seismicity definition"
when the local 3oil conditions are considered in deterministic and probabilistic
forms.



ANALYSIS OF BROAD-BAND SEISMOGRAMS OF THE WHITTIER NARROWS,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE

Dipak K. Chowdhury, Timothy W. Corey
Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne, U.S.A.

Seweryn J. Duda, Diethelm Kaiser
University of Hamburg, FRG

Seismological data from the Whittier Narrows earthquake of October 1, 1987
were recorded at four broad-band vertical seismographs. The four seismographs
are located at A. station of the Graffenberg array (GRF) in FRG, College Out-
post station in Alaska, and the Hailer and Urumgi stations of the China Digital
Seismographic Network (CDSN) in PRC. Epicentral distances of these stations
vary from 3 5.7° to 98.7°. The digital recording at each station was converted
to the frequency domain and inverse filtered to obtain flat amplification for
periods between 0.2 sec. to 200 sec. The signal was further filtered through
ten, one octave band-pass filters to obtain components of limited bandwidth.
P-wave magnitudes were determined for each component. The spectral magnitudes
show some variability from station to station, with the CDSN stations gener-
ally indicating higher magnitudes. The maximum magnitudes occur in the 8 sec.
to 16 sec. octaves. The magnitude spectra are similar for all four stations.
The corner periods (Tc) appear to vary from 5.9 to 6.7 seconds.

f̂N APPLICATION OF THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS IN SEISMIC HAZARD STUDIES

L. Christoskov, Ch. Dobrev, D. Deneva
Geophysical Institute - bulqarian Academy of Sciences

A probabilistic model of the long-term seismic hazard of a seismogenic zone
expressed in terms a-f spectral characteristics o-f the seismic waves is presented.
M-.?.D o-f "Koectpd seismic source zones (SS2) compiled by comple:-: analysis of
geological, geophysical, geodetical, seismological and space research data;
earthquake recurrence graphs and an emperic system of mean spectra of the seismic
wave energy has been used as input data. Maps of probable spectra of the expected
seismic stfecti have been obtained. Tne return period of occurrence of wave
oscillations with fi;;ed predominant period To and spectral intensity O is
estimated.

ON THE SEISMICITY AIMD SEISMIC HAZARD UF SOFIA VALLEY

L. CHRISTQSKQV, TZ. 6EDRGIEV, D. DENEVA. B. BABACHKOVA
Geophysical Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

The present work is a detailed analysis of the avaible up to now
seismoloqical data about the Sofia valley. The macroseismic maps of some of the
strongest events in XX century are shown in order to estimate their macroseismic
effect. An epicentral map of the earthquakes for the period 1150—1987 is compiled
including events with M>=4 till 1979 and since 1980 due to the increased
sensitivity of the Bulgarian Seismoloqical Network - with M>=1. On the basis of
the epicentral maps and the map of the earthquake density, a man of the seismic
lineament has been compiled. The fault plane solution of the last felt earthauake
in 1983 has been obtained. The expected maximum maanitude in the valley according
to the map of expected teismic source zones(SSZ), is 7. The sres can be effected
by events UD to M=8 •'rom sources in neiqbour areas. Shakeability maps for a 100,
1000 and 10000 year period are presented. From the earthquake recurrence graph it
follows that the maximal expected earthquake intensity is IX for a period of 150
years.



SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT FOR RADIOACTIVE
WASTE REPOSITORIES IN THE UNITED STATES

Dae Hyun Chung
University of California

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore. California 94550

In the management of radioactive wastes in geologic repositories, seismic hazards to be assessed are:
(A) Shaking - vibratory ground motion: (B) Faulting - surface and subsurface displacements: and
C) Earthquake-induced ground failure surface and near-surface mass movements, and off-site mass
movements affecting the site Seismic hazard at a site is usually quantified through seismic hazard
curves for the peak values of ground motion parameters at the site. Evaluation of the seismic hazard
curve at a site ivpi'.ally involves four steps: (lj Identification of seismic sources (zones included).
2] Specification of ihc s<vinv.' ity for each source. (3) Specification of an attenuation and ground-motion
model, and (4) Evaluation of thf: hazard rurve or hazard spectrum. In our work in the United States,
steps 1 through 3 are being implemented b\ .". r use of expert opinion from two panels: A panel (S) of
experts familiar with geological and seismoiogical chinv. •cr-.^tirs throughout North America. A panel
(G) of experts familiar v:th the development of auenuation and ground moa^n parameters Et a site to
characteristics of an earthquake at the source Our mrslTxlology and discussions abort the excitation,
compilation and interpretation of the experts' cr'nions are to be presented. Evaluation of the seismic
hazard curve at a site is based or. a probabilisti. ipproach using the experts' opinions about seismicily
and ground motfon to specify models for the -andom events influencing the seismic hazard at a site.
The evaluation method recognizes that expert opinions about seismoiogical properties and ground-
motion models are based on limited knowledge about the physical phenomena affecting these
parameters, hence expert opinions are subject to uncertainty. The uncertainties associated with the
experts' opinions do not contribute to the level of seismic hazard but do influence the effectiveness of
the evaluation process in estimating the hazard. Another source of uncertainty associated with a
probabilistic analysis is the choice of probabilistic models used to model physical phenomena. These
mathematical models are only approximations to the real world. The choice ol models is a matter of
judgement by the analyst and. like experts' opinions abovt seismicity and ground motion, is based on
limited knowledge of the physical world. Uncertainties associated with the choice of mathematical
models is more difficult to assess because a comparison between different models can only be made if
the evaluation of seismic hazard using competing models is actually done. This is not always possible.
Our method for evaluating the seismic hazard curve at a site involves a two-stage estimation process
and we will discuss this estimation process in the paper.

6PACF-TIME ANALYSIS OF RECENT SEISMIC SEQUENCES

IN CENTRAL ITALY

R . Console, P.. Di G i ovamba t ti s ta, P. F a v a H , G. Mattietti, G. Smrigiio

Istit'jto Nazionule di Geofiaica, Roma-Italy

Since 1975 we dispose of a set of instrumental data for the Italian seismicity,

including more than 10,000 hypocentral locutions, the quantity and quality of

which has been improving until now. In particular, during the last four years

(1984-1988) the National Seismoiogical Network provides high quality digital

waveforms, by means of an automat c il. tection and acquisition system.

In connection with t-.at, the knowledge about local seismicity has also improved

both in the magnitude threshold and in the accuracy of the locations.

The instrumental data concerning particular zones of the Central Apennines area

(e.g. Val Comino) have been analysed, using also algorithms for relative and

joint relocations, and put in comparison with the tectonic and structural sket

ches of such region. This analysis allowed some space-time features to be put

in evidence and active structures to be better defined.
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ASSESSMENT OF MAXIMUM' EARTHQUAKE MAGNITUDES WITHIN STABLE CONTINENTAL KEGIONS

Kevin J. Coppersmith and Robert R. Youngs
Geomatrix Consultants, San Francisco, California, USA

All seismic hazard analyses require the assessment of maximum earthquakes associated
with earthquake sources. In stable rontinental regions (SCR) such as the eastern United
States, these assessments are plagued by an incomplete knowledge of the causative faults
and tectonic mechanisms for earthquake occurrence. As a result, physical constraints on
the expected maximum magnitude (e.g.. rupture length, dis-placement per event) cannot
usually be made. The historical seismicity record in any region is likely inadequate to
assess the maximum events possible for seismic sources.

In a major study for the Electric Power Research Institute of the United States, we have
attempted tn substitute space for time by looking globally at SCR to determine the
maximum earthquakes that have occurred within tectonically analogous regions and to
determine the association of these events with tectonic characteristics. The major
components of this study have included: continent-by-continent definition and mapping
of c-ustal tectonic domains; development of an exhaustive data base of earthquakes C i 5
within iCR including sour-.-:; pf;?aoii-;t«;rs, intensity disi.nbut.oriS. and tectonic associa-
>:ion'=; assessmei.t of the global data base in terms of unified magnitudes and recurrence
ratfrs; and statistical analysis of correlations between earthquake size, seismicity
rates, and tectonic characteristics. Analysis of these data sets shows that most of the
large SCR earthquakes are associated with continental rifts or passive margins, nearly
all M 2 7 events are associated with Mesozoic or younger rifts. Paleozoic crust is by
far the most active crustal age province, nearly all SCR are in a state of compressive
horizontal stress, and nost large events occurred in areas of elevated prior seismicity.

The result of the study is a set of guidelines for assessing maximum magnitude that
involve multiple characteristics of the seismic source, including tectonic origin,
geology, and seismicity. These guidelines provide both the expected maximum magnitude
value and a quantitative assessment of the uncertainty.

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS ON THE TERRITORY OF YUGOSLAVIA

Dregutin Cvijannuld

Civil Enqineenj institute, Zagreb

On the bases of data about strong earthquakes (H 1 4,9; Io > VII degrees PICS) the space,

energetic and ti«e characteristics of the seisaicity on the territory of Yugoslavia are

defined. Results of these investigations have been used for defining the sesaic zones, the

•axifcui aagnitudes and probability of the strongest eipected earthquakes. 6eological,

geophysical and seisaotectonical data have not been used for defining seisaical zones. It

has been Bade intentionally to stress the importance of data about the occarence

earthquakes in seisaical hazard analysis. On the bases of these results, tne saps of

seisaic zoning of Yugoslavia are aade.
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ASPECTS CONCERNING THE INTERPRETATION
OF RECORDS ON THE AUGUST 30/31, 1986
EARTHQUAKE AT THE SEISMIC STATIONS

ON VARIOUS BUILDINGS

Gavril Danci, eng.
Research Officer, Head of INCERC Seismic
Nr-*--;ork, 7961*1 Bucharest, 266 Pantelimon Sos.

Abstract: The activity devoted to improving building aseismic safety generated
considerable improvement of design prescriptions. The fact that Romania's territory
is under the influence of the Vrancea permanent seismic centre requires permanent
activity which further require a rather large number of data on strong earth mo-
tions and structure response. A considerable stock of data is supplied by the se-
ismic equipment in the seismic network, for the automatic recording of strong se-
ismic motions; this network is controlled by INCERC-Bucharest. This paper presents
data on the August 1986 strong earthquake, based on the recordings provided by the
equipment in the network. The data are selected using criteria presented in the
paper, and then interpreted; a number of interesting conclusions result:
- the attempt of zoning the intensities within the territory, considering the max
imum accelerations recorded at the last earthquake, is a very difficult action be
couse these maximum accelerations were obtained under various possitions of the
buildings and devices towards the earthquake epicentre, positions that modified
their value. If the device and the building are oriented with the major axix on
the seismic line direction au increased value of this acceleration is obtained;
- by drawing up the epicentres of the strong earthquakes, during this century, it
can be observed the almo3t perfect alignment of tne last three earthquakes after
N 30 E direction, that coincides too wrth tho possible position of the extremi-
ties W-N-W of Blach - Sea aicroplate subducted, under the Eastern segment of in-
teralpine microplate, rosy be under the same orentation.
Taking into account this aspect the direction of strong earthquakes in 191t0, 1977
1986 can be explained as the result of the exi'atance of an equilibrium centre ou
the subductior. direction of BlacJo Sea nvbcrop late, fact that causes the seism di-
rectional effect.

AFTERSHOCKS SEQUENCES SPACE-TIME ANALYSIS

Clauaio Ebblin
Department of Physics, University of L'Aquila, Italy

(Jiullana Hossi
Institute of Geodesy ana Geophysics, University of Trieste, Italy

Slip and rupture propagation directions on seismogenetic faults have been
discinguished from eachother on the ground of a physical model constructed in
4-D, employing sequences of aftershocks hypocentres.
Foci space-time coordinates are used to construct their second-order moment
tensor, representing a rupture ellipsoid. Such Principal Parameters Method in
four dimensions permits to evidence the sudden decrease of the ellipsoids volume
occurring at the beginning of each sequence or subsequence. The anomalous
clustering of hypocentres, revealed by this volume reduction, allows to establish
the limits of each seismic subsequence, which can be analyzed separately. The
subsequence limits are additionally marked by clear changes in the flattening and
orientation of the ellipsoids.
Three of the principal axas, co-axial with those of •'"•he three dimensional space
ellipsoid, are related to the fault orientation, and the slip direction. The
projection of the fourth axis onto the 3-D space represents on the contrary the
direction of fracture propagation, connected with the seismogenetic fault.
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Red tied Seismo-Iectonic Zones

H.,M.,El-Khashab,A.,El-Haddad and M., Attia
Faculty of Science, Sohag, Egypt

The detailed seismic study on the Red Sea area has shown that the area could
be4divided into three seismic zones.The first one extends from la t . 5* to lato
20olhis zone i s seismically active and has b-value ranging between 1=0 and 2.C.
The second zone l ies between lat.20° and 25°.It is seismi-cally inactive altho-
ugh the area, i s active from the tectonic point of view,where i t i s dissected
by many major faults.This phenomenon can be related to the nature of movement
on fault plane (creop).The third zone is located north of lat.25*This zone is
seismically active end has b-value ranging between 0.4 and 0.7.Surveying the
tectonic situation of the Red sea area,the authors were able to divide the
Red Sea area into five seismotectonic zones.

STRONG MOTION DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: PRESENT STAGE AND PERSPECTIVE

A.Elyutin, A.Mostinsky, S.Udalova and M.Zhizhin
Inst i tu te of Physics of the Earth, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, USSR

Structure and technique of strong motion data storage and processing system as a part of
Geophysical Data Bank IPE is described . Nowdays i t contains more than 3.000 digital 3-component
accelerograms including also corrected records, velocit ies, displacmetvts, Fourier and responce
spectra.

Data processing includes: 1) supplementary data base with information about events, recording
equipment and i t s location, ways of correction and standard parameters like peak values, duration
etc. ; 2) archive system for storage of time series in a standard format on PC-compatibles and
tapes; 3) interface between supplementary data base and archive system for selection of time
series according to any combination of thei r parameters; 4) telecommunications.

The plan is to ins ta l l the telecommunication connection between computers in Moscow, Ashkha-
bad and Tb i l i s i to transmit the seismic data including strong motion records to the Data Bank.

Syntactic pattern recognition analysis could then be applied to process the obtained data.

ASSESSMENT OF THE EARTHQUAKE HAZARD FOR ISTANBUL, TURKEY

Mustafa Erdik and And K i l i c
Bogazici University

K a n d i l l i Observatory and Earthquake Research I n s t i t u t e
Department of Earthquake Engineering

Istanbul , Turkey

This study involves the determination of the earthquake hazard in Istanbul in probabilistic and
deterministic terms. After the assessment of tne tectonics and the seismicity of the region
a probabilistic and deterministic analysis is conducted to evaluate the free-field peak ground
accelerations to be expected in metropolitan Istanbul. The tectonics of the site is mainly con-
trolled by the Northern strand of the North Anatolian Fault which passes beneath the northern
half of the Marmara Sea forming a series of discontinious pull-apart basins and ridges. Historical
earthquake activity indicates that Istanbul has been repeatedly affected by damaging earthquakes
originating from tectonic features in the Marmara Sea. The earthquakes of October 7, 1B94 (Great
Istanbul Earthquake M=7.0, I=IX) and August 9, 1912 (MUrefte-Sarkfly Earthquake M=7.3, I=X) of the
last 100 years are to be noted. The instrumental seismicity of the region has been extensively
studied by the Kandilli Observatory thereby providing an homogeneous and unbiased catalogue.
Nevertheless the rates of occurrence in several magnitude groups are further adjusted through the
determination of the period over which the data in a given magnitude group is completely reported.

The probabilistic earthquake hazard assessment model utilized assumes that the generation of earth-
quakes in the time domain follows a homogeneous Poisson process. The suitability of the Turkish
earthquake data to this process has been previously justified by the authors. The model can acco-
modate the seismicity rates and the attenuation relationships in discrete formats; allows for the
specification of the seismic sources as sets of arbitrarily shaped quadrilaterals; allows for
normal distribution of earthquakes within the source zones, thereby, permitting the seismicity to
vary smoothly across the boundaries of the source zones; does partial magnitude smoothing that
treats the closest distance ruptures as i f they occurred over a range of magnitudes and utilizes
a fault-rupture model for line sources.

The results are provided as free-field peak ground accelerations corresponding to different return
periods in the metropolitan area. A sensitivity analysis is carried out to assess the importance
of the source regionalization, earthquake location uncertainly and the attenuation relationships.
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XIX CENTURY EARTHQUAKES IN SOUTHERN ITALY: MACROSEISMIC RECONSTUCTION.

Esposilo E.°, Luongo G.*, Marturano A.*, Porfido S.°
° C.N.R.- Osservatorio Vesuviano. Napoli-Italy

* Osservalorio Vesuviano. Napoli-Italy

We revised sistematically all the available records about the erthquakes of 19° century.
We reanalized the most violent earthquakes in Soutem Italy:
-The July 26lh, 1805 event that occurred in Molise and Campania region, the maximum value of intensity
reached XI on the MCS scale.
-The August 14th, 1851 event is known as the Vulture earthquake, it hit mainly Basilicata and Apulia
region, the maximum value of intensity was X MCS.
-The December 16th, 1857 earthquake hit a large area between Molise and North Calabria region, the
maximum value of macroseismic intensity was XI MCS felt by Montcmurro (Potenza) and Grumento Nova
(Potenza).
These earthquakes caused considerable hidrogeological and geological devastation and thousands of
casualties.
The macroseismic historical reconstruction of these earthquakes was mainly based on original unknown
contemporary documents and maps found at the Record Offices in several towns of southern Italy.
We have been able to determine the focal parameters of each earthquake such as origin time, epicentre,
macroseismic intensity, isoseismal map, depth and macroseismic magnitude.
It, was possible to draw a special map that describes the hidrogeological and geological effects in some
places, for the July 26th, 1805 event, known as St. Anna's earthquake.

SEISMIC ACTIVITY IN SOUTHERN ITALY SINCE 1980. MACROSEISMIC SURVEY.

Esposito £.°, Luongo G.*, Manurano A.*, Porfido S.°
° C.N.R.- Osservatorio Vesuviano. Napoli-Italy

* Osservatorio Vesuviano.Via Manzoni, 249 - Napoli-Italy

The Osservatorio Vesuviano in cooperation with the Gruppo Nazionale per la Difesa dai Terremoti (C.N.R.),
made a macroseismic study of the recent events occurred in the Apennines Chain of Southern Italy.
We analyzed the earthquakes with M > 4.0 since the great earthquake of November 23rd, 19?0.
The macroseismic investigation was developed into two phases:
-the first one was based on field investigation to define the area hit by the disastrous effects;
-the second phase was the distribution and analisys of macroseismic questionnaire to pupils, teachers
and responsibles for Civil Defense in the schools, to define the distribution of the intensity in areas far
from the epicenter.
The scale of intensity adopted for the classification of the macroseismic effects was the MSK-64 scale.
We, further, compared the more recent events with the historical events occurred in the same areas:
it is possible to observe a general isoseismal elongation in the direction of the Apennines Chain.
We observe areas of altsnuation of intensity and/or amplification of intensity : these areas have both a
regional and local trend.

MAPS OF MACROSEISMIC FELT EFFECTS IN ITALY
IdlTH AN EVALUATION OF HAZARDOUS ZONES

P. Favali, G. Scalera and G. Smriglio
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, Roma-Italy

This study represents an application to the most Italian territory of a
method for the evaluation of seismic hazardous zones, taking into account
both the spreading of macroseismic effects and macro- and micro-seismic
catalogue information (Favali et al.,1986,1987; Basili et al.,1989). A data-
bank of more than five hundred digitized isoseisms of earthquakes having
occurred in Italy between 1542 and 1987 was used. The epicentral intensities
considered lie between the VI and XI degree of the MercElli-Cancani-Sieberg
scale (M.C.S.). This digitized data-bank has been taken into account to
determine azimuthal spreading models of intensities (M.C.5.) for each degree
of intensity as a function of the epicentral intensity and the seismogenetic
areas of provenance. The recognized features of propagation have been applied
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to events the maps of which are not available. By means of the defined azimu-
thal spreading models, applied to a seismic catalogue, it is possible to
build some "geographic matrices" containing as the numter of each degree
felt events, as a synthetic index (C) resuming the seismic information.
The countour maps of the number of felt effects and of C-index have allowed
to put in evidence the main seismic hazardous zones and some their seismic
features.

LONG-TERM SEISMIC PREDICTION FOR THE KURILE-

KAMCHATKA ARC: RELIABILITY IN 1955-1985,THE

METHODS OF EVALUATION, PREDICTION FOR THE

FOLLOWING YEARS

S.A.Fedotov, S.D.ChernJshev

I n s t i t u t e of volcanology,Petropavlovsk- -

Kamchatsky, 683006,USSR

I n s t i t u t e of the Physics of the Earth,

Kamchatka Geophysical Sta t ion,

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683024,USSR

The evaluation of 20-years long-term seismic predict ion experience for

Kurile-Kamchatka arc in 1965-1985 according to S.A.Fedotov's method i s

given. The forecast of earthquakes with M ^ 7^ aitd seismic a c t i v i t y7^
showing t h e se i smic i ty l e v e l , turned out t o be success fu l . Less con f i -

dent were evaluat ions of some arc sect ion a r r i v a l s in to the foreshock

stage of earthquakes with M ̂  rH and the p r o b a b i l i t y of earthquakes

with M = 5^ - 7. The reasons f o r such dev ia t ions are d iscussed. Methods

of f u r t h e r improvement of seismic p red ic t ion a r e considered. The long-

term seismic p red ic t ion f o r t h e Kurile-Kamchatka a rc for the fol lowing

years i s given and the most poss ib le for earthquakes with M ̂ - 7 ^ p a r t s

of the Kurile-Kamchatka a rc a re pointed ou t .

MAGNITUDE DETERMINATION FROM MACROSEISMIC INFORMATION:
A NEW APPROACH IN ITALY

Ferrari G.
S.G.A. Storia Geofisica Ambiente - Bologna Italy

Albarello D.
ING-Dip. Fisica, Settore Geofisica, Universita di Bologna - Italy

The new interest of the Italian seismological community about the macroseismic information
and the improvement of the studies on historical seismicity sometimes make available
precise and detailed macroseismic fields. More reliable are also the magnitude determinations
both present and historical ones.
This comprehensive improvement of the information allow us more precise and reliable
correlations between the macroseismic and the instrumental data.
The results of some correlations between isoseismal areas of earthquakes occurred in Italy
and corrispondent magnitude determinations, are presented. The possible regional character
of the relations obtained are investigated.
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HISTORICAL SEISMICITY AND HAZARD IN ITALY:
COMPARISON OF SOME EVALUATION METHODS

Ferrari G.
S.G.A. Storia Geofisica Ambiente - Bologna Italy

Albarello D.
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra - Univ. Siena - Italy

Dipartimento di Fisica, Settore Geofisica, Univ. Bologna - Italy

Mantovani E.
Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra - Univ. di Siena - Italy

A precise and detailed knowledge of the effects of historical earthquakes are of great
importance for the estimate of seismic hazard. The latest developments in the field of
historical seismicity have produced a remarkable progress in the recostruction of earthquakes
scenarios of the past thus improving the reliability of the so called "quoted plane of the
intensities". . .
The macroseimic information generally used for hazard estimate is represented by isoseismal
areas, which even though are traced in the most reasonable way, always contain a
remarkable degree of arbitrarily. Furthermore, the traced lines do no't give any information
on the local density of macroseismic data.
The last aspect, on the other hand, is of great importance for the evaluation of seismic hazard.
In this contribution we describe an alternative approach based on the quoted planes of
intensities instead of the isoseimal lines.
Some exemples of hazard elaborations with this method are compared with ones obtained by
previous approaches.

INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE FOR MICROEARTHQUAKE DATA
PROCESSING USED IN GEOFYZIKA BRNO

Petr Firbas
Geofyzika Brno, Jecna 29a

P.O.Box 62, 612 46 Brno, Czechoslovakia

Geofyzika Brno entered the field of engineering seismology only in 1980. But, vast experience and
a long tradition in reflection seismic data acquisition and processing has enabled fast progress
in the new field, especially in microearthquake network monitoring. One of the main achievements
in data processing is highly sophisticated interactive seismological graphics software. The pro-
gram package is particularly designed for multichannel array data processing, but many of its op-
tions make it a very suitable tool also for refraction survey data processing. It is very flexible
and efficient from the interpreter's point of view, user-friendly, giving help when required, sav-
ing time, utilizing reasonable defaults and intelligently keeping track of all operations done so
far, and asking comfirmation on all critical points.
The program is operated via a hierarchical menu driven structure (function key menus) and via a
special input/oufput window. Separate graphics and alphanumeric displays are provided.
The program allows a rich selection of functions for all tasks (window selection, channels selec-
tion, onset picking, scaling, plot style and type, polarization analysis, spectrum analysis, fil-
tration, location, etc.). It handles a variety of external tasks directly (e.q. 1D/3D location) or
via temporary entry to the operation system level. An important feature is also a hardcopy with
rich pagemaking options at all important points.
The program is writen in Fortran 77 for HP 1000 and similar computers and cooperates with differ-
ent types of graphics terminals. It is memory and speed optimized (40s of signal at 125 Hz dis-
played in Is). The internal structure of the program is flexible enough to add further user re-
quested functions and is as compatible as possible to enable porting on other computers.
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SEISMOTECTONICS OF WESTERN PORTUGAL

J.F.B.D. Fonseca
Durham University, Durham, U.K. and I.S.T., Lisbon, Portugal.

R.E. Long
Durham University, Durham, U.K.

Western Portugal is the locus of important intraplate seismicity , with destruc-
tive earthquakes in 1531, 1858 and 1909. We discuss the tectonic setting of the
area, and relate its characteristics to the continental collision between Africa
and Eurasia to the east and to the evolution of the North Atlantic to the west.
We present an alternative model for the geodynamics of Iberia, and emphasize the
importance of an integrated geological-geophysical approach to the study of in-
traplate seismicity.

NOISE STUDIES OF ACCELEROGRAMS PROCHJSED IN BULGARIA

Georgi Georgiev
Central Lab. of Seismic Mechanics and Eartnquake Eng..Bulgaria

The recorded accelerograms should be processed and analysed in detail in order to
be used for earthquake engineering purposes. The interpretation of the processed
accelerograms however requires adequate understanding of the level and character
of the noise intermixed with the data.
The purpose of this paper is to make a detailed analysis of the noise associated
with the recording instrument and digitization. An estimation of the errors
introduced when filtering the accelerograms will be made to obtain the velocity
and displacement.
On the basis of statistical analysis the noise maximal level under different
conditions of work in NPP will be determined.
Based on the noise spectral characteristics the band limit frequency will be
determined when processing accelerograms in Bulgaria.

ESTIMATION AND ANALYSIS Mmax OF THE EARTHQUAKES OF CARIBBEAN AND MIDDLE
AMERICA REGION WITH THE HELP OF THE GEO EXPERT SYSTEM

V.G.Gitis,
Academy of the USSR, Institute for Inform. Transmission Problems, Moscow,

L.Alvares, T.Chuy, M.Cotllla,
Academy of Cuba, Geophysics and Astronomy Institute, Habana,

V.I.Makarov,
Academy of the USSR, Geological Institute. Moscow,

Yu.K.Schukin,
Ministry of Geol. of the USSR, Ail-Union Res. Inst. of Geophysics, Moscow

The GEO expert system is designed for solving problems of complex
prognosis and analysis of geophysical fields. The principal part of the
system can be used to solve research problems of parameter prognosis and to
recognize physical structure elements from a set of features which
indirectly reflect structure peculiarities and processes occurring
within the structure. The system ensures: expert knowledge acquisition;
input, editing, mapping, and analysis of feature fields, calculation of
secondary feature fields which can be considered as functions of linear
structures, geophisical events, functions of single feature fields or sets
of feature fields; revealing of empirical regularities from data and
knowledge, including explanation and argumentation facilities; geological
object recognition; geophysical field prognosis and analysis; dialogue with
the user employing scientific map processor and multiwindow
interface. The GEO system is implemented on personal computers of an IBM
PC/XT/AT/386 -and compatible types.
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The GEO system w&a used for analysis of lateral regularities of
seiamicity and Mmax prediction of Caribbean and Middle America region. This
one consists of very high tectonic activity structures and includes
heterogeneous sites with heterochronous continental, priraary-and secondary
oceanic and intermediate crusts.

The most informative features are: geological environment (substantion,
structure, origin and history of development of the crust as a whole,
according to Case and Holcorabe, 1980); the very major active faults
(interplate and intraplate subdivided according to kinematic and
morphology type, i.e. upthrusts, lateral slips and tenslonal ones); the
thickness of the cruat, gravity anomalies, seismic" activity and recent
vo 1 can i sinus.

Czar: an expert system for the seismic hazard assessment

A. Grazioli (°), G. Zonno (°)

(°) Istituto per la Geofisica della Litosfera
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche Via Ampere 56 - 20131 Milano.

An approach for the seismic hazard assessment have been improved by the expert
system CZAR (Classificatore Zone A Rischio).
The system designer's principal task is entering and debugging a knowledge base on
which the rules and the object-attribute structures have been builted on the definition
of seismic hazard in meaning of the Progetto Finalizzato Geodinamica.
The adopted skeletal system is VP-Expert, where the inference engine uses a
"backward chaining" strategy and the exchanges of data are possible with the
compatible database d-Baselll + .
The expected intensity for mean return period of 500 years, the maximum observed
intensity and the coefficient of marginal costs are the available data sets for each node
of the regular grid (0.1 X 0.1 degree), which completely covers the Italian area.
The usefulness of Bayes' Theorem has been employed to realize a more flexible level's
gradation for the adopted definition of seismic risk.
The method proposed is a general tool and therefore can be used to investigate other

regions, in which the results give a measure of stability based on different methodology
and further information.

A METHOD FOR SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT BASED ON DIGITIZED
MACROSEISMIC MAPS - APPLIED ON THE GDR DATA BASE

Gottfried Griinthal
Central In s t i t u t e for Physios of the Earth, Potsdam

Rigorous simplifications of the spa t ia l d i s t r i bu t ion of damping of seismic in tens i ty or
other parameters in which seismic hazard maps are expressed, are usual ly necessary i n
seismic zoning procedures. Large errors in seismic hazard assessments can resul t from such
oversimplified models.

Detailed macroseismic maps of the majority of stronger earthquakes ( I > 5°) since the 18th
century could te elaborated for the t e r r i t o r y of the GDR. Many of these maps show several
pronounced p e c u l i a r i t i e s : in some areas (on soft and water saturated so i l s ) the
in t ens i t i e s are t yp i ca l l y increased up t o one in tens i ty degree but in d i s t inc t others
(usually on hard rock s i t e s ) the effects are vice versa.
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The problem was to find a methodology which directly considers these detailed macroseismic
maps with the described characteristics in the process of eeisnic zosing^ The following
procedure could be developed therefore:
- earthquake cataloging, Including the elaboration of detailed digital macroseismic maps
- determination of time spans of data completeness in the catalogue for different classes

of event strength
- applying of windowing routines to the catalogued data to make them Poissonian
- elaboration of fuzzy macroseismic maps for those historical events which focal

parameters are known relatively poor
- assessment of the areal distribution of myrtmwn expected earthquakes
- computation of probability distribution functions of the occurrence or exceedance of

intensities for points* of a grid net directly from both, the detailed and the fuzzy
macroBeismic maps.

Finally, the resulting contour maps of seismic hazard are presented - e .g . for the
exceedance of intensities with a probability of 0.15 within l i f e times of 50 years and 100
years, respectively. As was to be expected, these hazard maps exhibit the generalized
site-typical peculiarities known from the macroseismic maps.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SEISMODINAMICS OF UNDERGROUND
PRESSURE WATER PIPELINES

Gaibnasar Hodgmetov and Galina Hromova
Institute of mechanics and seiamlo structures of Uzbek Academy of Sciens,

USSR , Tashkent

Most of hydrotecnnical structures and underground pressure pipelines are s i -
tuated in regions of high seismlsity that i s why the problems of working out
and correction of methods for earthquake-resistance design are very actual .
Detailed study of stress state of underground pressure pipelines with acco-
unt of pressure pulsation in flowing fluid under seismic vibrations of soi l
surrounding the pipe i s not available . Dynamic tes ts were carried out on seismic
platform .Spatial hydraulic stand to simulate pulsating action in fluid were
designed ( patent No 1366733 ) - Results of experimental investigations show
that the main factor depending on stress state of the pipeline i s the pressu-
re of pumping product . Fluid velocity has no effect on the stresses in the
body of underground pipeline . The presence of pressure waves in fluid ,ari-
sing during seismic vibration of ground and considerably increasing longi-
tudinal stresses in pipelines was experimentally proved . The amplitude of
these waves increases with the growth of pressure in fluid and intensity of
seismic action . At hydraulic impact with the growth of pressure longitu-
dinal stresses also increase . Pulsating pressure waves , exerted by the work
of the pump , cause addational amplitude of longitudinal stresses .

SOME ASPECTS ABOUT A TELEMETRED SYSTEM OF STRONG MOTION ACC3LER0MET3RS

Florin Ionica
Centre of 3arth Physios and Seismology,Buchareat.Romania

A new telemotrod system of strong motion aooeleromoters uaing aooeleromotera
type Kinemetrics SMA-1 and seismic equipmant from Teledyne-Geotech v/aa do-
Bigned.The system allows the remote recording on paper or digital on Microcor-
der MCR-600 of seismic data provided by acceleromoters in a Central center
where they can be processed.
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NEW APPROACHES TO SEISMIC HAZARDS ASSESSMENT IN THE USA.

Klaus H. Jacob

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA
and National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER).

Probable seismic hazard is generally estimated considering five elements: 1) seismicity; 2) source
radiation; 3) wave propagation (attenuation); 4) site response; and S) ground failure. For each of these
elements examples are given from different parts of the US and from different past and recent studies to
highlight the uncertainties and unresolved problems. The fundamental question regarding seismicity is
whether stationary or time-dependent models are a more accurate description of the seismicity. In highly
active areas, along plate boundaries such as in California or Alaska, time-dependent models for seismicity
are now widely accepted. But generally, time-dependent models have not yet been applied to the
procedures for the mapping of shaking hazards. At regions of moderate mid-plate seismicity, for instance
in the eastern and central US, models of stationary seismicity are still prevalent, but their adequacy has
been questioned. Whether high rather than normal stress drop levels are characteristic for earthquakes in
the mid-plate regions of the US, especially in the northeast, remains unresolved New high-quality digital
strong-motion data have been collected by NCEER for the eastern US that show anisotropy of attenuation
of ground motions with distance, and strongly frequency-dependent Q. Site-effects, especially strong
amplification of ground motions on soft soils at select frequencies, are increasingly considered as an
important factor in hazards assessment. Site response on soft soils pose a high risk potential to buildings
or structures that have their natural fundamental modes at the same frequencies as the spectral peaks in the
ground motion transfer functions of the soils. Intensified microzonation efforts are underway, especially
in urban areas. An example from New York City illustrates the case. Finally, the potential for soil
liquefaction and large ground deformations is increasingly recognized as an important risk factor to
lifelines and to portions of large cities. Especially in the central and eastern US, glacial and other geologic
conditions cause soil liquefaction and ground instability to ocpur readily and wide-spread, even for
earthquakes as small as magnitude S.

SOME PROBLEMS IN SEISMIC R13L ANALYSIS

Shen Jianwen
Seismological Bureau of Anhui Province,PRO

Seismic risk analysis based on probability has been discussed by a lot of papers, and In
PRC it is being widely used in the work of seismic zonation, microzonations of cities and
the estimation of the seismic risk of important engineering sites. But the practical
methods vary from one researcher to another, and there are still some problems lead to
unnegllgible uncertainties. In this paper some practical methods used in seismic risk
analysis in PRC are introduced, such as elliptical attenuation model for seismic risk
analysis, and the determination of the seismicity parameters of the potential sources. At
the same time, some comments for detail problems in the computation of seismic risk
analysis are made.

VARIATION LAW OF ACCUMULATION AND RELEASE OF SEISMIC ENERGY
IN CHINA MAINLAND AND ANALYSIS OF STRONG-EARTHQUAKE TENDENCY IN RECENT YEARS

Wang Jicun Xu Chunrong
Institute of Crustal Stress, State Seismological Bureau, China

This paper has analysed the tine-space distribution law of the seismic energy release,
explored the periodic change law of the balance process of the crustal energy and its
relation with the seismic activities and predicted the strong—earthquake tenH^ncy in
recent years based on the data of shallow-focus earthquakes M>6 from 1900 to 1988 in
China Mainland.

1. Time-space distrbution law of seismic energy release in China Mainland
There occurred 344 shallow-focus earthquakes M>6 in China Mainland fron 1900 to 1908,

among which 60 shocks M>7, 7 shockc M>6. The total energy released by the events in
171 .63 x 10" erg, the release rate is 1.93X10" erg/year. The seismic' energy released
by those quakes M>8 makes up 73.2? of total energy released.
Under the joint action of external plates.China Mainland is a rather active region of

tectonic and intraplate strong-earthquake activities. The tectonic stress fields and
seismic activities are of clear zoning characteristics. Fig.l is the schematic diagram of
seismicity zoning in China Hainlang. Table 1 expresses the regional distributions of the
seismic energy release in China Mainland.lt can be seen that the regional distrbution of
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seismic energy release in China Mainland is
extremely unbalanced. Seismic activities
mainly concentrate in the west(A,B,C areas,
west of the eastern longitude 105° ) in
China Mainland. The release amount of
seismic energy reaches 162.54X1015 erg,
which makes up of 95.9% of the total relea-
sed amount in China Mainland.

Statistic data show that the release of
seismic energy in China Mainland is of
obvious time—space transference regulations,
which can be approximately divided into
four corresponding time-interval. It can
also be seen from table 2 that the 87.9S
released amount of the total seismic energy
in area A concentrated in 1902-1931; 79.52
in area B concentrated in 1916-1946; 89.8%
in area C concentrated in 1927-1974 and 90%
in area D concentrated in 1966—1979. The Fig. 1 Seismic-zoning map in China Mainland

Table 1. Regional distribition data in the thick lattices in table 2
of seismic energy release in China Mainland indicate the corresponding relationship

between the high release period and zoning
of the seismic energy in China Mainland.
It is shown that the transfer route of the
seismic energy release in China Mainland
is A-B-C-D, that is, it transferred from
west to east gradually since this rentury.
This lav tor transfering from west to east
will occur again in the future.

2. Periodic variation law of dynamic ba-
lance of crustal energy in China Mainland

Fig.2 is the dynamic balance process of
the crustal energy in China Mainland. It
can seen clearly that the dynamic balance
process is of obvious periodic variation
law. Since this century,the crustal energy

change in China Mainland has experienced three balanced periods,that is 1902—1920, 1920-
1950 and after 1950 respectively, each period lasts 19-40 years. The accomplishment of
enorgy balance period depends mainly on the energy release of strong earthquake M>8.

Table 2. Time—space distribution of seismic-energy release in China Mainland

! Area
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C
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5

7

2
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%
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%
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!

!
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I

33.49 !

57.66 !
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6.22 !

• Amount to percentage of total release in this area

The dynamic balance process of the crustal energy is of energy balance period, and the
maxinun amplitude value of the energy period is also of obvious periodicity ( thin dash
line in Fig.2 ).Actually the varied periods of maximum amplitude value described the seis-

micity period that is composed of seismic activity and quiet periods.Therefore,the dynamic
balance process of crustal energy is of double periodic variation law, the energy change
period of short duration ( tens of years ) resides in the variation period of maximum
amplitude value of long duration ( several hundred years ) .

3. Analysis of strong-earthquake tendency in China Mainland in recent years
It can be seen from fis-2 that China Mainland is now in the last stage of the third

energy balance period since this century, this shown that tne high-release of strong-
earthquake energy is at hand. Fig.3 is the relation map of the probale occurrence time of

Table.3 periodically crustal energy accumulation and maximum magnitude

! Iterm

! peri od
! (year)

! energy cumulation
! amount in this period
1 (10" erg )

I maximum magnitude

first period

19
(1902-1920)

27.64

! 8.5

second period

31
(1920-1950)

38.42

! 8.6

third period !

(1950- ) !

60.42 !
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T
!

strong earthquakes and the accu-
mulation rate in the future in
China Mainland. The ordinate
expresses the accumulation rate
of crustal energy from 1989 is
the years then the strong
earthquakes occur; The obscissa
expresses the years number or
the particular years of the
probable occurence of strong
shocks since January 1 1989 ; a
group of relation line are
plotted by taking the balance
diffrence percentage of total
energy and maximum amplitude of
the first half and second half
periods of the this period as
the parameter. The occurrence
tine of strong earthquakes can be predicted quantitatively using fig.3.

up to the end of 1988. the total amount of energy cumulation in China Mainland crust in
this period has reached 60.42X 1021 erg, of which the energy cumulation amount in the
areas of A and B makes up 95% , therefore, areas of A and B in the west of China Mainland
are the places where strong shocks may occur in the future.

Table.3 listed the relation of the cumulated amount of crustal energy and the maximum
magnitude in every period since this century. It can be seed fi-oa this that the size of
maximum magnitude is directly proportional to the total amount of the energy cumui&tior.
in this period. At present, the cumulated energy in China Mainland crust has already been
maximum value of this century. It seems the occurrence of strong earthquake M>8 can not be
avoided.lt is predicted that maximum magnitude of probable occurrence is around M=8.5.

To sum up, we propose the following prediction opinions: there will probably occur an
earthquake with the magnitude around 8.5 or two earthquakes with the magnitude around 8.3
in A and B areas in the west of China Mainland at the beginning 1990 to the end of 1991.

Fig.2 Dynamic balance process of crustal energy
in China Mainland

c
I 1..

-1.5S
11.51 38

1969 l 199O 2 1991 3 1992"

years

year

Fi8 3 Relation between strong-earthquake time and accumulation
rate in the fature

The Major Seismicity of the Globe and the Long Term
Changes of the Astronomical Time-latitude Residuals

Tian Jing Zeng Zhifang
Beijing Astronomical Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences

In this paper we discuss the relation between long term changes of time-latitude
residuals(KT/RF) and major earthquakes around the observatories of Mizusawa,
Ukiah, Kitab, San Juan and Santiago. The data duration is 17 years at least and
80 years at most, the total number of earthquakes around these observatories is
75. The obtained RT/RF curve is consisted of broken lines or arc segments. We
divided the curve into two parts, one is the top segment(T.S.), and the other is the
valley segment(V.S.). The divided points of two parts are the center points of the
broken lines and the arc segments. We think these two parts express two states
of seismicity. Comparing the monthly and semimonthly time-latitude residuals
with the time that major earthquakes occurred during the same period, it is found
that at least 73.3% of earthquakes occurred at valley segements(on the northern
hemisphere) or top segements(on the southern hemisphere) of the residual curves.

Mechanism is also discussed. We think the earth rotation can cause a force that
points to the equator. If the crust around the observatory is in a stable state, this
force could not displace it to the equator, but when a horizontal stress acts on the
crust, the crust would cause a rised motion before the earthquake occurred, and
the intensity of the crust is decreased due to this motion. Analysing the latitude
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residuals, we get that the strain of the crust is 10~6. So we think that the long
term changes of residuals are caused by the displacement of the crust around the
epicenter. Today the measurement of displacement in geodesy is relative, it cannot
obtain the absolute value. In this aspact astronomical classical instruments have
a superiority that they can measure the absolute displacement.

A NEW CONCEPT FOR DEPICTING SEISMICITY USING SEISMIC ENERGY RELEASE
AND ITS APPLICATION TO ANDAMAN SEA REGION

K.L. Kaila and P. Prasada Rao
National Geophysical Research Institute, Hyderabad - 500007, INDIA

Earlier several authors have suggested seismic energy release or strain release
as a measure of long term seismicity of a region (Bath, 1956; St. Amand,
1956 and Karnik, 1971). Alternatively Kaila and Narain (197D have suggested
A-value and b-value maps as representing seismic activity of a region where
A and b are the constants of the cumulative earthquake regression relation
log N = A-bM. Maps have been prepared by some workers using log .s n( Ej where
r.j is the number of earthquakes occurring in a region with energ'f release Ej ,
the summation being carried out over all energy classes from i=1 to k. These
energy release maps are biased toward higher magnitude earthquakes because
they account for the highest energy release and in arithmetic sum the contribu-
tion by smaller magnitude earthquakes is negligible. Therefore, such maps
may vary drastically as the period of earthquake observation is changed as
is evident from the maps prepared by Howell (197*0 for USA. We are of the
opinion that the energy release n-, Ej for various earthquake classes with
magnitude Mj in any region form a geometric progression and hence their arith-
metic sum s n\ Ej is not an appropriate measure of seismicity. On the other
hand the product of energy release of different classes of earthquakes i.e
n, E, x njEj x n3 E3 . . . . x nk E^ will give a more appropriate measure of
seismicity. If we take the log of this product, it yeilds log ̂ E , + log n2Ej -,

1-
log n3E3 + . . . . + log n|( E^ = .s log nj Ej . One can use this quantity as
a measure of long term seismicity fcfr1 any region of the earth. We have made
use of this new concept for preparing quantitative seismicity maps for Andamat.
Sea, Burmese, Sumatra and Sunda arc regions using earthquake data with body-
wave magnitudes 5 H.5 and for a period of 1954 to 1980. For this purpose
each region was divided into 1°x1° grids. These maps have been compared with
the A-value maps for the same regions prepared using Kaila and Narain (1971)
method and the two types of maps compare fairly well over different periods
of earthquake observations. Linear relationships have also been established
between A-values and s log n; E, as evaluated for each 1°x1° grids for each
of these four regions respectively.

TRENDS OF SEISMICITY IN EUROPEAN EARTHQUAKE REGIONS 1901 - 1985

Vit Karnik

Geophysical Institute. Praha 4, Czechoslovakia

European and Mediterranean evente from 1901 - 1985 were scaled using a uniform

magnitude system. The data set has been used for a comparative study of seismi-

city trends in individual source regions. Several characteristics (E, n. M,

M , M1 , Gumbel) show a large variety of development of earthquake activity
ID8X 1

with time and only a limited, exceptional possibilities of predicting future

trends. The inclusion of historical data is discussed.
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SOME FEATURES OF SEISMICITY IN DIFFERENT
GEOTHERMAL AREAS

I.A.KIREYEV and N.v.KONDORSKAYA
Institute o-f Physics of the Earth
Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

From analysis af seismicity and earthquake sources in
the crust with different geothermal conditions it is concluded
that within active tectonic belts of continents strongest
shallow earthquakes occur in areas with low heat flow density
though background seismicity tends to areas with higher heat
flow. It is shown that there exists a layer in the middle of
the crust within continental orogenic zones and basins which
is responsible for generation of strongest earthquakes.
Arguments from seismology and rock mechanics are reasoned to
consider the layer boundaries as thermal.

Two recent seismic events in Fergana valley (a swarm and
an earthquake with aftershocks) within the same tectonic setting
are considered. Thermal structure of the crust seems to deter-
mine the form of seismic release or creep deformation in the
site. This feature is given grounds for use in seismic danqer
estimation research.

EXPLORATIONS OF BURIED FAULTS WITH SEISMIC METHODS

Yoshimasa Kobayashi and Tomoki Tsutsui
Dept. of Geophysics, Kyoto University, Japan

Recent tectonics of the Japanese Islands was revealed substantially by 1980
in which maps of active faults were published on the scale of 1/200,000 over the
territory in connection with the earthquake prediction program. However, the
source of information so far had largely been restricted in the ground surface.

Seismic explorations are superior to topography- as well as surface-geology
surveys in that they can extract information from sub-surface that is inaccessi-
ble by observation over the ground surface. From this viewpoint we have conduct
ed a series of seismic explorations in young-deposit areas near Kyoto.

The seismic methods we have employed are those of broad sense, i.e. not
only active methods but also passive methods such as micro-tremor measurements.
The latter methods are inferior to the former in resolution but are sometimes
useful to determine an approximate sub-surface structure since they are easy to
conduct and substantially economical than the former methods.

The Obaku fault on the eastern margin of the Kyoto basin is not a buried
fault in the specific sense, but we conducted a detailed refraction survey across
the fault trace inferred in existing studies to determine the location of the
fault precisely. Then, followed a trench excavation near the site, and it was
confirmed that the seismic results were correct.

The Kanegahara fault is located on the western side of the Kyoto basin. The
Bouguer anomaly had suggested the bedrock to be 100 m deep on the western side
and 500 m on the eastern side of the posturated fault. We conducted first micro
tremor measurements on a berm of a river intersecting the concealed southern end
of the fault. Encouraged by a significant change of micro-tremor amplitudes on
both sides of the posturated fault, we conducted refraction as well as CDP re-
flection surveys on the same measuring line, and determined that the fault was a
reverse fault western side upthrown.

A sub-surface discontinuity was suspected to exist along the Hino river on
the margin of a seismiclly quiescent area on the south-eastern coast of Lake
Biwa. We made array measurements of micro-tremors on both sides of the river to
determine their propagational characters and estimated by means of frequency-
wave number spectra the depths of bedrock to be 900 m and 100 m respectively on
both sides. We confirmed this by CDP reflection surveys.
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EVALUATION OP SEISMIC RISK SIMULTANEOUSLY
WITH THE GENERAL SEISMIC ZONATION

Kogan L.A. and Brudnaya G.L»
The Institute of Seismic Rssistant Construction and Seismology,

Tajik SSR Academy of Sciences

The purpose of seismic zonation ia to devide a territory subjected ay earth-
quakes into areas of different seismic risk. Now it is to select some homogene-
ous seisraogenic zones and to determine the seismic risk within each of them.

We recommend to estimate the seismic risk with the help of the following
re lat ion ~ n . ~ - i - i ^ » .

QC3.»Ji]»«*> (i)
where Do ~ T \M,ht- the intensity of damage in the epicentre! zone of the earth-
quake with magnitude M and hypocentral depth h ; oC - the probability of damage
with the intensity of Jo>Ji balls caused at the epicentral zone. Since the pro-
bability of the earthquake occurence within the seismogenic zone i s proportional
to i t s square S, a normalizing multiplier 10 /S(km ) i s introduced into expres-
sion ( I ) . In this case (I) looks as follows:

G [3o> 3;. ]=*-iO */£ = <*••
The procedure for evaluation of seismic risk within the seismogenic zone con-
sists in the estimation of cumulative probability distribution function QL3o*Jii
and determination of some value U-t*dc corresponding to a normative value of the
probability a. = a.e.

If h values are fixed, then the magnitude II and the intensity 3 are rela-
ted in a mutually-unique manner. Consequently:

Q f 3 T Q r f 1 M ]To evaluate G?CM*Mu» we use the sequence of magnitudes of annual maximum earth-
quakes recorded within the given area, which are distributed in accordance with
the Pe Johnson's law. The last one allows to define «t as a probability of at
least a single occurence of an earthquake with the magnitude of M*Mi within a
year long period and within the given seismogenic zone of the earthquake hypo-
centre. . . .

Functions QfJo*J;], used in determining the q,= <JC value, were evaluated for
a number of saismogenic zones notable for the intensity of seismicity genera-
ting processes and their dimentions.

RESULTS CONCERNING SOURCE PARAMETERS AND HAZARD EVALUATION OF MINING
TREMORS IN A DEEP-LEVEL MINE BY MEANS OF AN AUTOMATIC SEISMIC
MONITORING SYSTEM

Heinz Konietzky
Mining Academy Freiberg, GDR

In an ore mine with a depth of up to 2000 meters a mainly automatic seismic
monitoring system with 16 channels was designed. It fullfils the following
tasks: on-line locating, on-line hazard evaluation on the basis of a vibration
velocity criterion, seismoacoustic pulse counting and the storage of digitized
signals.
In analogy to the well-known fracture model the source parameters for a tension
fracture model and a cylindrical blasting source were derived. From nearly 300
registrations of mining induced events or blasting events, source parameters
were determined on the basis of these three models.
On the basis of the energy release rate, the stress drop values and the radiation
pattern, the dominant fracture mode of the mining induced seismic events were
estimated. The principal stress directions derived from the fault plane solution
are in close agreement with results from gaomechanical measurements and ultra-
sonic wave velocity measurements.
The absorption of the rocks was estimated by means of four different methods
which all gave the sane result. These methods are: correction of high frequency
decay in the spectrum, amplitude-frequency-distribution, spectra division and In
situ measurements with a vibrator.
On the basis of the constancy of the energy release rate or the critical stress
intensity factor a scaling law M L was deduced and substantiated by our own
results. Two conclusions can be drawn from this point of view:
1. The stress drop should fall with increasing source dimensions.
2. If there Is any pronouced deviation of the calculated values of the energy

release rate (Inferred from seismic registrations) to the corresponding value
of the source region, the used model (or the parameters assumed in it) are not
an adequate description on the source process.
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SITE DEPENDENT STRONG MOTION GENERATIONS

Marin Kostov
Central l abora tory of Seismic Mechanics and Earthquake
Engineering t Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia

Otto Henselei t
Universi ty of Karlsruhe, I n s t i t u t fuer Massivbau und
BauBtofftechnologie, Federal Republic of Germany

In many cases the engineers use earthquake time h i s t o r i e s i n order to analyze
the s t ruc tu ra l behaviour. Due to some Bhortcomings of the ex is t ing strong motion
data banks the se lec t ion of proper time h i s t o r i e s i s very d i f f i c u l t . Unfortuna-
t e l y there are not very good perspect ives for solving the problem of strong
motion data co l lec t ion i n the near fu tu re . Thath i s the reason the ana ly t ica l
techniques for generat ion of a r t i f i c i a l accelerograms are gaining of importance.
Most of the methods of strong accelerogram generation are based on formal s t a -
t i s t i c a l proper t ies of the earthquake motion.
In the paper a method for generation of s i t e dependent accelerograms based on
physical considerations i s described. An extensive program for comprehensive
model ver i f i ca t ion i s performed on the bases of comparative response analyses
of different type of structures under real or artificial excitation. As a re-
sult of this study the applicability of the model described is determined.

SEISMICITY PATTERNS, EARTHQUAKE SOURCE MECHANISMS
AND SEISMIC HAZARDS IN JORDAN

Robert L. Kovach
Department of Geophysics, Stanford, CA

and U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA

A 32-station telemetered seismic array has been very recently .nstalled in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan for the
purposes of evaluating seismicity patterns, earthquake sou.ce mechanisms and assessing seismic hazards. Data from
this array, together with network data from the west side of the Dead Sea Rift Zone and individual station data from
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and other nearby regions permit a fairly precise delineation of current seismicity patterns.
New focal plane solutions for events along the Dead Sea Rift trend are diverse but give insight into the tectonic
framework of the region. The application of fuzzy mathematics set theory has been attempted on observational data
from historical events in the Holy Land for correlative source mechanism studies with modern data. In the light of
seismic hazard assessment the most probable maximum earthquake magnitudes are in the rang^ from 6.1 to 7.3,
although the probability that earthquakes with greater magnitudes could occur with long recurrence times cannot be
precluded. Probabilistic estimates give a 50-50 chance that an earthquake with at least a magnitude of 6 will take
place within 80 years.

HISTORICAL EAjmCIflKES Vi EUROPE: A PICTORIAL INVESTIGATION

J. Kozak

Geophysical Institute, Czech. Acad. Sci., Prague

Summary: The increasing vulnerability of modern infrastructures to earthquake damage has led

recently to a need for ascertaining maximum expected seismic intensity values with a view to

structural damage prevention measures. The fact that some areas are prone to major earthquakes

occuring at Ion? intervals or several hundreds of years and for which such data are thus not

directly available from normal geophysical analysis, has prompted research into other material.

Part of the relevant seismic information may lie in historical depictions which often represent

a valuaole source. The analysis of these depictions revealed that in many cases the degree of

damage expressed in the pictures corresponded to lower intensity degrees than these given in
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national catalogues. Namely, among 70 estimations made by V. Karnfk and J. VanSk for twenty

historical earthquakes after their depictions, 7 indicated higher intensities than catalogue

values, 9 corresponded to catalogue values and 54 indicated lower intensities. This is in good

agreement with the intensity over-estimations detected at present for several assesments made

in the past.

STICK-SUP UNSTABLE SEAR FAILURE AS

A SOURCE OF HHH FREQUENCY ELASTIC RADIATION

J. Kozdk, T. Lokajfcek, J. Sfleny

Geophysical Institute, Czech. Acad. Sci., Prague

Summary: The results of laboratory measurements on square perspex models with stress concentrator

under uniaxial compression are presented. An attempt was made to interpret these results with

the aim to determine mutual relations among mechanical parameters characterizing the treated

models including their focal zones, parameters of model loading, parameters of seismogenic dis-

placement and parameters of radiated elastic pulses. Particular attention was paid to the study

of slip displacement, slip velocity, rupture velocity, nucleation points of rupture propagation,

nucleation points of elastic radiation and frequency analysis of radiated pulses. Measurements

of the displacements in the focal zone enabled to determine the source function, to construct

theoretical seismograms in a far field and to compare them with the real pulses from ultrasonic

transducers located there. This enabled to test mutually theoretical and experimental approaches

to the study how the slip displacement, slip velocity and rupture velocity are related to the

parameters of radiated pulses.

SIGNIFICANCE OF LONG-PERIOD STRONG MOTION IN SEISMIC RlJH EVALUATION

Kazuyoshi Kudo
Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo

Yayoll-1-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

In order to mitigate the earthquake disaster, the estimation of earthquake ground motion at
a given site Is required to be comprehensive for various kinds of structural damage. A
seismic microzonation, in a limited sense of term, is used for the estimation of surface
geological effects on seismic motion. The general framework of these estimations currently
used is limited in the shorter period range than 1 second of ground motion. As we have
learned from a number of earthquakes in various countries (e.g. Michoacan, Mexico
earthquake(1985), Japan Sea earthquake(1983)), considerable deviation of both the predominant
period and maximum acceleration of the long period motion was observed over a relatively
small area.

In this paper, we present examples of significant differences of long period motion
observed at the nearby stations using the recordings of strong motion displacement-meters
from the large events( M>7) in Japan. It is pointed out that the surface wave excited in the
sedimental basin mostly contribute to long-period strong-motion and a predominant period at
long period is closely correlated to the thickness of sedimentary layers. It Is also shown
that the long period motion from moderate and large earthquakes can be well-predicted by a
superposition of normal modes.
A complete understanding of focal process is also required in orrde to predict long period

motion at a specif!.: site or area, because the radiation pattern and directivity due to fault
rupture have strong effects to the ground motion. A simplified method to Include the expected
long period ground motion into a seismic zonation is presented.
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THEORY OF JIHErDEPENpENJ EARTHQUAKE HA2ARD
J.-LQmmJc_srHdl.g.C and J.Ler idS-Orta

Utilizing the distribution of fracture size extracted from a
stochastic moael of fracture growth we compute the time dependent
and time-independent properties of the seismicity on the western
coast of Me;:ico.

The model of fracture qrowth contains the following physical
assumptions: (1) Fracture is prcpaqated primarily by the stress
singularity at the crack tip; (H) The fault is hetereogenous,
resulting in random variations of material properties over the
fault surface; and (3) Blip is concentrated in a narrow pulse
resulting in a dislocation-type model.

Magnitude frequency relations are reasonably well
reproduced, and the predictions for the time dependent seismicity
hive the following features: Following a characteristic
earthquake there is a period of quiescence in characteristic
seismicity. followed by an enhancement is seismicity above
historical levels. This seismicity then decaysi followed by a
number of almost periodical oscillations which decay in time
towards the long-term seismicity of the region.

Intermediate seismicityj although poorly described
immediately after the initial characteristic event shows some
simmilaritv to foreshocks.

NICARAGUA SEISMICITY

K.Lugo

Managua, Geophysics Observatory, Nicaragua

B.I.Bune

Moscow, Institute of Physics of the Earth, USSR

Academy of Sciences

Seismic hazard zones in the west of Nicaragua are situated on the Pacific

•joast and in the valley of the Nicaragua and Managua lakes. The Managua city

was destroyed by an earthquake in 1972, December 23 (W = 6.2, mb =5.6, h = 8

-10 km). The Pacific coast is in the zone of the Coco plate subduction under

the Carribean one and here many earthquakes occur. In the ocean foci depths

are not great, while under .the continents foci reach the 300 km depth.

In the paper, seismic characteristics of the Central America and Nicaragua

in 1963-198O are given on the basis of international seismological bulletins.

The value of the recurrence graph b inclination is received for Central

American earthquakes with foci depths h < 80km at b = 0.70 and b = 0.86 at

h > 80km. Within the Nicaraguan part of this zone (f = 11° - 16°N and

A- = 83°-88°W) earthquakes with M = 6.0 - 6.5 occur rathen often: once per 3

years.

APPLICATION OF FUZZY C-MEAN TECHNIQUE III SEISMIC SOUHCE MODELLING

DAHOOD S. MAHHOOD, MAATH I. ALOKARI, ZYAD K. ALHAHDAHI, IKA8AL A. HASSAN
SEISMOLOGY UNIT, BUILDING RESEARCH CENTRE, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH COUNCIL

h nftH technique is presented whereby seismic sources are defined based on membership
valiii-s calculated through a Fuzzy c-mean method. Based on these membership values, five
•ieis.T.ic area sources Here delineated to be used as an input model for seismic hazard
assessment in Iraq. Results of successful application of this technique Has presented in
the form of seismic hazard maps i. e. , isa-aeeeleration maps for the return periods of
100, 2011 and 500 years. These results compare Hell with previously defined
lso-acceleration maps using other modelling methods. This technique is found to be reliable
and objective especially Tor areas nith little knosn tectonic history.
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ANALYSIS OF EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCES USING THE PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS METHOD. CASE
HISTORIES IN GREECE.

K.C. Makropoulos, N.S. Voulgar i s , A-G. T s e l e n t i s and J.K. Drakopoulos
Department of Geophysics, Univers i ty of Athens ,Panepis t imioupol is , I l i s s i a

157 84 Athens, GREECE

The s p a t i a l and temporal evo lu t ion of t h r ee earthquake sequences which
occurred in t e c t o n i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t areas in Greece i s examined by the method of
pr inc ipa l parameters . Two of them were typical a f te rshock sequences whereas the
t h i r d one d i s p l a y s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a swarm. The method appl ied was
introduced by Ebbling and Miche l in i , 1986, and i s based on c l u s t e r ana lys i s
principles. It is capable of isolating different orientations of active fault
planes during the evolution of the sequence.

The results obtained in all three cases are presented and compared with the
local tectonic features as well as with each other.

THE 1966 SIHLBA (VBANCEA, ROMANIA) CBUSTAL
EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE : b-VALUB

Zina Malija & Vaeile I . Marza
Center for Barth Hiysies & Seismology,

Bucharest , Homania

The evaluation of the b parameter, in the Gutenberg-Richter recurrence re la t ion
i s ona of the most frequentlyperformed work in earthquake research due to I t s
multiple implicat ions in : (1) seismicIty s tudies , (11) source physics , ( i l l )
s t a t i s t i c a l seismology, ( i v ) seismic hazard, (v) earthquake prediction e t c .
A systematic study- of b-values, of Sihlee sequence occured (mainly during April-
May 1986) Sn Vrancea seismogenic region, has been made. We have inves t igated
th i s earthquake sequence due to i t s peculiar features , as: (1) i t i s the largest
crustal Vrancea sequence in the l u s t ten years or so ; f 2 ) i t may be considered
an unusual being considered as a precursory phenomenon in connection with the
major subcrustal earthuake of August 30,1986; and (3 ) I t occurred in an area
with a rather good seismographic coverage enabling aquis l t ion of a su i tab le data
sample. The b-values of the Sihlea sequence have been investigate by different
techniques ( l eas t - squares , maximum l ikel ihood e t c . ) , from point of view of: spa-
t i a l and temporal behaviour, precursory character, or integration in the overall
Vrancea (subcrustal and crusta l ) se i smic l ty process .

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF TENSOUETRIC ROBES FOR IN SITU STRESS

ICASUREIEOTS BY FINITE EUUENT ANALYSIS AND THEIR

OPTIMAL DISLOCATION IN THE COLLISION REGION

V. Uantic an* J . Nerfeaa

Inst . ef Cenput. S c i , CzeclwAcari.Sci

Rrafue, Czechoslovakia

In the feregeint centributien ef the s e c * * ef the authars the «echanis» ef thB s r i j i n ef the earthquake is

stutfia*1. In this centributien the Mthee, which •eraits t» j e t data measured in situ far mathematical analysis

ef the rfefematien mercy in the ceUisien regien, w i l l be intretfucetf. The •refarakle rfesijft ef the tenstmetric

•rekes w i l l ke analyses by the M M , based an the f in i te element technique and further their • • t i n a l riislacatien

in the ragiwn in questien w i l l be discussea'.
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PREDICTING EARTHQUAKES IN NORTHERN APENNINES:
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MONITORING OF RADON 222.

Martinelli G.
Uff. Cartog., Serv. Informativo e stat., Reg. Emilia-Romagna - Bologna (Italy)

Ferrari G.
S.G.A. Storia Geofisica Ambiente - Bologna (Italy)

Radon 222 concentrations monitoring in selected groundwaters of Northern Italy has been

carried out from 1979 to 1988.
The aim of the work: selecting springs or wells sensitive to imminent earthquakes;
experiments on earthquakes predictions and setting up a network of automatized reliable
monitoring stations in the frame of the Geographical Informative Sistems of Northern Italy ,
with particular reference to the Emilia-Romagna Region.
Case histories and first experiences are hereby showed in the light of general task: integrated
statistical-probabilistic previsional models with deterministic prediction sistems of

earthquakes occurrences.

SOMl ItESULTS OF THE INSTRUMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF STRONG
MOTIONS OF THE SPITAK EARTHQUAKE ON THE 7-*h Of DECEMBER, 1988,

IN ARMENIA

MARTIROSSIAN R.P.
The I n s t i t u t e of Geophysics and Engineering Seismology

of the Academy of Sciences of Armenia

There existed eight structural-seismometric s t a t i o n s in the town of Leninakan in which a
complete set of apparatus for the reg is trat ion of strong o s c i l l a t i o n s of s o i l and buildings
was placed.
As the resul t of the earthquake of the 7-th of December, 1988 four bui ldings in which the
s t a t i o n s were found were completely destroyed and i t was impossible to get qual i ta t ive
material about the strong motions. In four other s t a t i o n s the recordings of the ba l l s
Seismometres (C5AO and polypenduluraous seismometres (MPMC) are rece ived . Analogous
recordings are received in the towns of Stepanavan and Ararat.
By the obtained recordings the ba l l s of the earthquake in the indicated towns i s est imated.
The spectra of brought seismic accelerat ions for the engineering ana lys i s of the seismic
inf luence are also constructed.
The recordings by the time of the f i r s t two shocks of the earthquake are received in the
d i s t r i c t centre of Ghukassian (24 km. to the north from Leninakan). Three components of the
acce lerat ion of the s o i l are recorded by the accelerograph QCP3 , and the corresponding
velisograms and seismograms are recorded by the apparatus BBn and OCD-2M with the
regis trator H-700.
Based upon the analys is received from the instrumental material, in accordance with the s c a l e
MSK - 6 4 , the intens i ty of the earthquake in the town of Leninakan i s estimated 9-10 b a l l s , in
Stepanavan - 9 b a l l s , in Ghukassian - 8 b a l l s , in Ararat - 5 b a l l s .
The l e v e l of the maximum horizontal accelerat ions in Leninakan i s estimated O.SSg, in
Ghukassian 0 ,2g , and the corresponding ver t i ca l accelerat ions form 70% of horizontal ones .

A30LU' -iE3 SljlaOIOJIOSIS AC3I7IOT Q? flC LKEDSJESGl US "JED aEGIOff 03? PIOVDIT ( BULCLV-

2ZX ) :J3 07 CHL31 ( 1LCFJIIA ) JUTO IT3 BIILISA'I'IOIZ El KC ISJJSZIQ&mOllS 05" TH3 313-

IUC MSK

llar^pxita Katova and. Velimir Vosselinav

IZ33A, Chief, Algeria; Higher School of KLnes and Geology, Sofia, Sulsaria

The cismic activity of the region of Plovdiv ( Bulgaria ) and of Chief ( Algeria ) i s tog,

V.~9-1. Jhe dosages axe very important because "ooth of them are situated, in the political)

economical and cultural vail delelopted territories. In the both cases the regions are cutted

by siyiificant international vays.
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Th« sismic a c t i v i t y of the both reg ions i s concentrated in some sismogenic l aye r s i n the uj>-

per and middle p a r t of the l i t h o s p h e r e . In the area of Plovdiv they are s i t ua t ed i n the depth

of 11± 5 km ( t h e f i r s t ) , ?5± 5 km ( the second ) , 50± 5 Inn ( the t h i r d ) aad £5± 5 :an

( the forth. ) . In the area of Chief they are in the depth of 7 i 4 Ian ( the f i r s t ) , 2 0 - 5

ka ( the second ) , 35 t 5 km ( the t h i r d ) and 50 ± 5 km ( t h e f o r t h ) .

TbB Inves t iga t ion of the migration of the bypoceters shows t h a t this, procesoo takes place

mair.ly i n the f i r s t 3ismogenic I r y e r . I n Dsny C&BCS t i e hypoeenter ' s migration i s o n e l q r e r ' 3

migrat ion. Before and a f t e r the s t rong earfch<iua!:es in the region of Hovdiv ( Bulgar ia )

and i n the reg ion of Chief ( Alger ia ) the typooentral vsc toro a r e indicated about the r e l a t i -

ons 'betTOan d i f f e r e n t s l a y e r s . 2hat i s one nanyl-ver ' s migrat ion of the hypoeeniars . IS i s

poss ible t i i s seoond kind of migrat ion may he u t i l i s e about the research of the s ismic r i a l : .

COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS
RESULTS AMD OCCURRED EARTHQUAKES DATA

Vladimir Mihailov, Kbsta Talaganov
I n s t i t u t e of Earthquake Engineering and Engineer ing Seismology-

Univers i ty " K i r i l and Metodi j" , Skopje , Yugoslavia

Dragutin Cvijanovic
I n s t i t u t e of C i v i l Engineer ing , Univers i ty o f Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Stanisa Ivanovic
Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Titograd, Yugoslavia

It is well known that the best practical presentation of earthquake loading for a given region or
location is in terms of seismic hazard maps and diagrams. On these maps, elaborated for engineer-
ing purposes, the seismic hazard is usually presented in terms of probability of exceedence for
given ground motion parameters within a given time period of t .

Due to this , there have been various attempts to "solve" this problem of seismic hazard. At this,
all known methods and solutions are based on processing of available geological and seismologies!
data and selected models of the theory of probability used for determination of the probabilis-
tics of the earthquake parameters. For elaboration of these maps, the compilation of available
data and judgement of knowledgeable geologicsts, seismologists, earthquake engineers and design
engineers is a practical necessity.

However, the elaboration of these maps is also closely related to other problems, primarily +o the
uncertainty concerning the parameters cf the nature of the earthquake mechanism. So, many other
data and parameters should be included in the methodology for preparation of these maps.

Therefore, there is always the question for verification of the methodologies used and the ac-
curacy of the results from seismic hazard analysis. Unfortunately, the possibility for a direct
verification are limited since the strong earthquakes occur infrequently within a region, i . e . ,
the time between two strong earthquakes is relatively long.

This paper makes an attempt to use data from occurred earthquakes in Yugoslavia and compare them
with the results obtained by seismic hazard analysis. Instrumental data obtained during the April
15, 1979 Montenegro earthquake are used primarily as an experimental basis.

A PROVISIONAL CATALOGUE OF DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKES OF THE WORLD
FROM ANCIENT TIMES THROUGH 1979

Setumi Miyamura
Oki E lec t r i c Indus t ry Co. L t d . , Shibaura, Tokyo, 3apan

Catalog of S i g n i f i c a n t Earthquakes, 2000 B.C.-1979, WDC-A REPORT SE-27, 1981,
compiled by R.A. Ganse and J .B. Nelson, NGSDC, NOAA, i s a unique comprehensive
catalogue of wor ld damaging earthquakes and i t s computer f i l e i s now widely used
for many s c i e n t i f i c and p r a c t i c a l purposes. Of course, as was recognized by the
authors, i t i s incomplete and conta in inaccuracies expected to be up-dated.
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Some years ago I sent to WDC-A several times comments for the incomplete and
inaccurate entries I found and I trust they were considered to improve the file.
However, many users of the file do not refer the dates of the file and different
users actually use not necessarily the same data base under the same name of NOAA
data files.

Here I present a provisional catalogue 01" exclusively destructive earthquakes
with death toll 100 and over, prepared by comparing many global, regional and
national catalogues. I hope it is useful as convenient data base and can contri-
bute for the improvement of the NOAA data file. Any minor comments will be thank-
fully welcomed to improve my catalogue.

ON NEW THEORY OF EARTHQUAKE MECHANISM

Jiri Nedena

Inst. af Comout. Sci, Czech.Aead. Sci

FVague, Czechoslovakia

In the cantrihutian twa methods jwraiting ta analyse the erifin af earthquakes will be investigated. I t wil l

be shown that ene type af the erifin af the earthquake is the case canneetea1 with the origin af the cracks ana1

fractures in the lithesphere. In the present centributien the settled used will be based an adaptive nasties far

finite elements. The second type erifin af the earthquake is dependent an the relatiens between lithespheric

blacks and plates, abave al l an the frictien between blacks and plates as veil as en the eefermatien energy in these

regions, Ta analyse this preblen the estimate af the caafficient af frictien an the dependence af valacities ef seis-

mic waves P and S in the contact zene as wall as an estimate af the defermatien energy in the region near the can-

tact boundary between collidin- lithaspheric blacks and plates will be introduced. Since in the real nature bath

cases coincide, the aljerittai salving the prablem discussed invalves bath cases ef the origin af the earthquake at

the same time.

ON POSSIBLE AND MAXIMUM INTENSITY AND PERIODICITY

OF MODERATELY STRONG EARTHQUAKES IN THE KRUSHNY HORY Mts , CENTRAL EUROPE

Andrej Nikonov
Institute of Physics of the Earth,Acad. Sci. USSR

Although thr Krushny Hory Mts area is one of moderate seismicity.its active
industrial expKLtation raises the urgent problem -of assessing the maximum pos-
sible earthquake and their rate of occurence. The author has tackled this

problem by conducting a special study of historical earthquakes beginning

from the 9th century A.D.. This attempt at a new evaluation of major known

historical earthquakes in the area is based,first, on felt effects and, se-

condly, on the relationship between the felt area S,km and maximum intensi-

ty of shaking I 0 ( i n the MSK-64 scale). This relationship was first deri-

ved for the better known earthquakes of the late 19 - early 20th centuries,

separately for the major axis of the felt area 1 mgx , minor axis 1 m i n, and

the area S (l m a x x l mi n). The resulting relationships I o lmaxi I o lmin»

Io S were bhen used to determine I o for 14 historical earthquakes. The re-

sult obtained leads one to conclude that the maximum earthquake intensity re-

corded during over 1,000 years in the region was 7.5 rather 6 as quoted by ma-

ny investigators. This is true both for the western and eastern part of area.

Of 12 centuries, 6 periods of comparatively strong earthquakes have been

identified. Periods of comparatively strong earthquakes in the area last 40 -

90 years and alternate with quiet (i.e..without such seismic events) periods

lasting 75 - 150 years.The 1985-1986 earthquake swarm may be looked upon as

the beginning of a next period of increased seismic activity.
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THE ESTIMATION OF THE CODA QUALITY FACTOR FOR THE ROMANIAN TERRITORY

V i c t o r i a Oancea, Ol iv ia Bazacl iu
Center of Earth Physics and Seismology

P.O. Box MG-2, Bucharest, Romania

Gr. Arsene, Al. Dumitrascu, Georgeta Mihalache
Department of Mathematics, INCREST, Bdul Paci i 220

79622 Bucharest, Romania

The coda Q i s estimated for c r u s t a l and intermediate earthquakes which occurred
in some s e i s m i c zones in Romania. The used data c o n s i s t in short-period S-13 and
DD-1 recordings of loca l earthquakes, obtained at se i smic s t a t i o n s d i s t r ibuted on
the Romanian t e r r i t o r y . The obtained resu l t s on the l a t e r a l var ia t ion of the Q
values are corre la ted with other geophysical parameters of the studied zones.

SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT OF FRIUU (NE ITALY) WITH TENTATIVE FAULT GEOMETRY
HYPOTHESES

Joanna Papoulia
Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization, Athens, Greece

Dario Slejko
Osservatorio Geofisico Sperimentale, Trieste, Italy

In regions characterized by complex tectonics (e.g. systems of overthrusts) the seismic hazard
assessment is generally performed introducing general large seismogenetic areas. The
compressive tectonic setting of Friuii is here tentatively approximated by a system of faults
of simple geometry. The assessment of the regional seismic hazard is performed by the
machine code FRISK (McGuire, 1978), that uses the fault geometry. The results obtained are
compared with those already known for the study region.

A CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF ACCELEROGRAMS
RECORDED IN BULGARIA

Ivanka Paskaleva, Georgi Georgiev
Central Lab. of Seismic Mechanics and Earthquake Eng., BAS

In order to have more objective conclusions about the actual properties of the
seismic process, it is necessary to know well the physical phenomena in the
sources of the earthquakes and the conditions under which the seismic waves
propagation occurs. On the basis of correlation processing of accelerograms
recorded in Bulgaria a preliminary assessment of the actual parameters of the
seismic process, instrumentaly observed during the last few years, is required.
From the statistical analysis of the records of earthquakes for parameters mean
square to the accelerations and the maximal accelerations an analytical
connection with the macroseismic intensity is found.
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REGIONAL RESPONSE SPECTRA FOR EVALUATION
OF THE SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF BUILDING SYSTEMS

Ivanka Paskaleva, Georgi Georgiev
Central Lab. of Seismic Mechanics and Earthquake Eng., BAS

On the basis of strong motion accelerograms obtained in the Eastern Bulgaria for
a period of five years three problems are considered:
- analysis and prediction of the amplitudes of the displacement, the velocity and
acceleration during an expected destructive earthquake;
- determination of reliable information about the seismic behaviour of the
buildings;
- computation of the envelop of the spectral maxima of a regional response
spectrum.
The correlation and spectral properties of the accelerograms are investigated on
the basis of the theory of nonstationary random processes. An approach is
suggested for determining the intensity by an analysis of accelerograms.
A semiempirical formula about the spectral maxima envelop is suggested, which can
be accepted as a stable characteristic of the seismic process. A procedure for
computation of regional response spectra using minimum information about the
character of the expected earthquakes is carred out. An example of a regional
response spectrum fcr a seismic zone in Bulgaria is given.
From the analysis of the available strong ground motion data recorded on different
structures, the functions of amplification for frame type buildings are found.

THE LATERAL INHOHOGENEITY IN YDH-HAN PROVINCE, CHINA

Chen Peishan, Institute of Geophysics, State Seismological Bureau,Beijing,China
Liu Futian,. Institute of Geophysics, Academia Sinica
Li Qiang, institute of Geophysics, State Seismological Bureau
Qin Jiazheng, Seismological Bureau of Yun-nan province

Abstract
Images of the velocity cross-section at 10 different depths have been

successfully reconstructed, using the techniques of seismic tomography
developed by Liu Futian. These velocity cross-sections are consistent with the
results of six velocity profiles of deep seismic sounding. The image of the
velocity in the upper crust above 20km depth is very similar to the well-known
geological structure, and all the strong earthquakes nearly occurred in the
transition zones between high and low velocity regions. There are low velocity
layers in most regions of eastern and northern Yun-nan province in the mediate
crust beneath 20km, V=5.6-6.0km/s, but no low velocity layers in the
south-western part, V=6.3-6.4km/s. The velocity in the top upper mantle is
nearly 7.6-7.8km/s in northern Yun-nan, but 8.05km/s in the south. There are
significant low velocity layers in the upper mantle of 200km depth in most
regions studied. There is still significant lateral inhomogeity at 450km
depth. The Teng-chong area is an entirely low velocity region from crust to
the upper mantle, perhaps some thermal matter rises from the upper mantle to
the surface.

The reconstruction method of ST used in this paper has two advantages: 1)
The velocity model is determined by specifying node-velocities of hexahedron
and linear interpolation through known basic function. A velocity field with
lateral continuous velocity value and vertical discontinuities is established.
This model is obviously better than the block model of constant velocity. The
vertical discontinuities allow the model to simulate velocity discontinuities
in the jrust and upper mantle. 2) The velocity and hypocenter parameters are
separated by introducing an orthogonal projection operator. Sequential
orthogonal triangularization and modified sigular decomposition are adopted.
These measures reduce the RAM requirement by one order of magnitude and reduce
the amount of conputation to a half.
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A STUDY IN THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF SEISHICITY

A. L. Fetrosian, V. F. PisarenKo, and N. V. Stock
Institute of Physics of the Earth, USSR Acad. Scl., Hoscow

Seismicity of southern California for H>3. 0 events has been examined to investigate
a spatial association in earthquake occurrence. The catalog was sorted into squares on
a grid of lati+udes and longitudes to yield contingency tables for fixed differences in
the coordinates of two squares. This procedure gives a rough notion of the rate of de-
crease in the association of selsmiclty over small distances. More exact estimates of the
rate parameter are derived by using correlation methods. It turns out that the rate along
the trend of the San Andreas fault system is about twice as low as that across the trend

SEISMICITY OF THE BALKANS AND AEGEAN REGION IN RELATION TO DEEP
LITHOSPHERE STRUCTURE

Jaroslava Plomerova and Vladislav Babuska
Geophysical Institute, Czechosl. Acad Sci.,141 31 Prague 4, Czechoslovakia

Pavel Pajdusak
Geophysical T .itute, Slovak Acad. Sci., 842 28 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

P.M. Hatzidimitriou and D. Panagiotopoulos
Geophysical Lab., University of Thessaloniki, 54 006 Thessaloniki, Greece

S.Tassos and J. Kalogeras
Seismological Institute, Athens, 118 10 Greece

P residuals are computed from teleseismic P-arrival times recorded at
seismological stations in the Eastern Mediterranean region - in the Balkan
Peninsula, in the Aegean Sea and in the western part of Asia Minor. He use the
relative residuals to investigate the deep lithosphere structure in relation
to the earthquake distribution in this seismically most active region of
Europe. In our model of the lithosphere, lateral variations of the
directionally independent component of the relative residual are transformed
into lateral variations of the lithosphere thickness. On the other hand,
variations of the azimuth-incidence angle dependent terms of the residual
express variations of relatively high- and low-velocity directions in the upper
mantle beneath stations.

The mountain ranges of the Dinarides and the Hellenides are characterized by
a lithosphere thickening to about 160-180 km, while a lithosphere thinning is
observed between the individual ranges and beneath the northern Aegean coast.
The distribution of residuals maps well the geometry of the whole Hellenic
arc. The most prominent feature of the spatial variations of residuals are the
relatively high velocities of waves propagating along the active subducting
Aegean slab. The Hellenic and Anatolian plates show nearly opposite patterns
of the directional dependence of residuals. In several parts of the region we
observe a distinct correlation between the present-day seismicity and lsrge
changes in topography of the lithosphere-asthenosphere transition, which
reflects a complicated geodynamic development controlled by series of
successive subductions of the Mediterranean lithosphere.
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SEISMOTECTONIC MAP OF THE WEST CARPATHIANS
Version 1989

Lubomil PospiSil
Geofyzika» State Corporation» Jecnd 29a» POB 02» 61246 Bi no 12» Czechoslovakia

Vladimir Schenk» Zdefika Schenkova
Beophysical Institute» Czechosl.Acad.Sei.r BaCni II £.p.l401» 14131 Praha 4

Czechoslovakia

Recommendations for a construction of the seismotectonic map» elaborated
by Pavoni <1985> » were discussed and cdopted during the last Meeting of the ESC
Working Broup "Seismotectonic Mr.p of Europe" in Genoa» 19S7. Following the
recomnendationsr the first version or a seismotectonic map of the Western
Carpathians was compiled. Açart from th<-> results obtained from an analysis of
seismological data» also the other geophysical and geological data ware ap-
plied: gravity and mâ .ietit: regional r.nd local fields» MQHO discontinuityr
paleomagnetir dn+T., reflex seismic mec.surements» heat flow data» recent verti-
cal anu norizontal movements» photolineations detected by satellite and air-
plane images» elements of the late- and post-alpine tectonics» distribution of
thermal water-springs» paleogeographic history of the period Sarinatian-Quarte-
ry» rate of sedimentation» etc. A correlation of all the above-mentioned quan-
tities and elements has provided a new insight into the seismotectonic features
of the Western Carpathians.

EARTHQUAKE SWARMS IN WESTERN BOHEMIA

Dana Prochézkové

Gaoph. Inat., Czschosl.Acad.Sei., Praha

The first data on earthquakes in Western Bohemia date back to the close of the

12th century. The focal region is on the croasing of the significant fault sys-

teae of the Boheaian Maaaif, the Litoaêfice deep fault and the Western Bohemian

fault system (Marianské Laznê fault and faults parallel to it). The different re-

cent movement tendencies of different parte of this rsgion are documented geologi-

cally and geodetically (the Cheb Basin la a sinking region; the crystalline area

of the Elstergebirge Mte west of the Cheb Baein and the western part of the Kruê-

né hory Mts are rising regions). The characteristic feature of the earthquake

swarms ia that thoae split up into two or even «ore periods of enhanced activity,

betneep which there are conspicuous periode of decreaaa. The active periods laat

3 - 6 days, as many as hundreds of shocks per day occur in thea and they concen-

trated round the strongest shocks of the swarm. Ths last earthquake swarm afflic-

ted Western Bohemia at the turn of the years 1985 and 1986. It was documented by

rich aacrossisaic and instrumental materiel. The strongest shock (M • 4.6, I • 7°

MSK-64) of ths everm occurred en Dec. 21, 1985 st 10h 16a UTC. The comperison of

this earthquake swarm with the peat earthquake swarms showed the coincidence in the

main features. The analysis of seismograme of laat swarm, especially of the local

ssleaological stations showed that aeparate ehocke differ in the sizs. focal posi-

tion and focal mechanisms. Space-and-tiae atudy of theae awarm shock characteris-

tics reveals great quick changes of the local tectonic stress during the swera

and the very coaplex faulting process during the swarm.
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THE DATA OBSERVATIONS ANALYSIS OF STRONG SUBCHUST CARPATHIAN
EARTHQUAKES IN THE HORTH-V/EST OF THE UKRAINE

R.S.Pronishin, A.V.Kendzera, S.T.Verbitsky
Institute of Geophysics, Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR,

Lvov, USSR

The influence of strong subcrust Carpathian earthquakes must be taken into
account, when the general seismic zoning of the north-western regions of the
Ukraine and seismic risk of the important engineering structure building sites
are to be determined. The data on manifestation of strong Carpathian earthquakes
in the Ukraine territory approximately before one thousand years period are pre-
sented now. However, only for j.'arch ft 1977 and August JO, 1986 earthquakes the
records of seismic notions were obtained at the Carpathian seismic stations net-
work and the detail macroseismic inspection was made for the north-western re-
gion of the Ukraine. Present report deals with the analysis of these materials.
The maximal macroseismic effect on the isoseismal maps of the 1977 a.n<i 1936
earthquakes is about J=5 intensity. The major part of the territory was exposed
to J=j-4 intensity influense. The zone of low intensity supposingly connected
with the screening effect of mountain roots was discovered in the Transcarpa-
thian region.
The spectral analysis of the intervals containing P-wave records made it possib-
le to receive the amplitude and energy spectrum of ground vibrations generated
by earthquakes. The earthquakes source parameters were obtained on this bases.
The comparative analysis of spectrums of different intervals coda-waves records
makes it possible to discover a spectral peculiarity of the ground vibration
causes by earthquakes in the point of the observation. The means of constracting
of empirical transfer function of the medium which is worked out by the authors
•nade it possible to use the obtained results to estimate the digital parameters
of ground motions in the areas planned for building of important engineering
structures.

THE THEORY OF MULTIPLE PRECURSORS: VARIATION OF HAZARD IN TIME AND SPACE

D.A. Rhoades
Applied Mathematics Division, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

Wellington, New Zealand

Schemes for evaluating earthquake hazard in the presence of alarms from several different types ol precursor have tended
to focus on the evolution of hazard in time within a domain defined by limits of location and earthquake magnitude as some
sequence of alarms occurs. In practice precursors, even if related to the same earthquake, will not all be observed at the same
location or have the same spatial extent. In this paper we consider the possibility that the different alarms may affect the hazard
in different, but overlapping, domains and attempt to express formally the manner in which the alarms reinforce one another
insofar as the domains overlap, and detract from one another insofar as they do not.

The information provided by each alarm is assumed to include the probability distributions for the location, magnitude and time
of occurrence of a related earthquake, i! it should occur, and known false alarm and failure rates for alarms of that type. Certain
conditions ot independence between different types of alarm are also assumed. A stepwise procedure is described tor updating
the estimated future temporal and spatial variation of hazard whenever a new alarm, with shorter time-horizon than the preceding
ones, is declared. Information on non-occurrence of precursors is specifically incorporated into the hazard estimation.

CRUSTAL ACTIVITIES MONITORING PROGRAM IN THE ALBANI HILLS AREA (CENTRAL ITALY)

Federica Riguzzi and Marco Anzidei

Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, Rome-Italy

A multi disciplinary geoc.etic and seismic research program is starting in the Albani Hills

volcanic area (Central Italy). The goal is to monitor crustal deformation in this seismogenetic

area not far from Rome ar.d important for the seismic risk of this city. Seismic events up to

VIII Mercalli Intensity (MCS) often occurred with a recurrent seismic activity. The aim of our

program is to provide ground tilt measurements by pendulum and bubble tiltmeters, optical and

satellite (GPS) geodetic tecniques on defined networks. Furthermore microgravimetric

measurements and high precision levelling will be performed in the next future. In this paper

the geological features of the Albani Hills, instrumentation, network and some preliminary

results are shown.
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THEORETICAL DEFORMATION FIELDS RELATED TO THE LARGEST ITALIAN EARTHQUAKES

F e d e r i c a Riguzzi and Andrea T e r t u l l i a n i

Is t i tuto Nazionaie di Geofisica, Rome-Italy

In this poster displacement and t i l t theoretical fields for some large Italian earthquakes are

shown, jata have been deduced by focal mechanisms solutions of P - f irst arrivals of four events

August 21, 1962 Ml= 6. and November 23, 1980 Ml= 6.5 Irpinia, September 19, 1979 Mi= 5.5,

Valnerina and May 6,19'6 Ml= 6.4 Friuli. An attempt at comparison between macroseismic fields

and those theoretical f .elds are shown.

ON THE USE OF MICROTREMORS TO PREDICT LOCAL GROUND
RESPONSE DURING EARTHQUAKES: SOME TEST CASES IN ITALY

Artc-.io Rovel lL, Alessandro taato, Massimo Cocco and Luca Malagnir.i
I s t i t u t o Nazionale di Gcof i s i ca , Rome, I t a l y

Strong w 'ws reuorcieci r.x. bites within small distances of each other have oftcr: shew l?.rge
variations ;.•>.-••.'i its ai.KlitU'iv anil in spectral content during earr.n^j^.fcs-3. rhp causo is tht.-
difference »; :>ioai »u£>sv< f ace cjeology. In B theoretical approach, -nese exac ts are vei/
difficult to be predicted owing ro a poor knowledge of the details of the geological structure and
rheology. In an empirical approach, spectral analysis of microtremors can be used to infer
transfer functions during earthquakes. However, at this moment there i s not unanimous consensous
about the applicability of this approach among scientists, and the method requires to be
"calibrated" yet. We have selected some cases where many strong notion records are available in a
small area for the same earthquake, or where close "firm" and "soft" s i te stations have been
simultaneously triggered. Microtremors have been recorded in these s i tes . The spectral ratios
Crom microtremor measurements are in a sufficiently good agreement with the corresponding
acceleration spectral ratios computed for the earthquake ground notions. We have also measured
jiicrotremors in sedimentary valleys where no earthquake records are available, but local
macroseisiric intensity anomalies suggest large amplification of the ground motion. The spectral
ratios show significant amplifications in the centre of the valleys, up to a factor of fifty. All
the results seem to suggest that microtremors may be used to predict relative response variations,
on the condition of a low level of the local cultural seismic noise.

SOME ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS TO SEISMICITY STUDIES

H.Sandi

INCERC (Building Research I n s t i t u t e ) , Bucharest

The paper i s devoted to the problem of specifying se i smic

site conditions as required for earthquake resistant design. Its

main goal is to contribute to the implementation of methodologies

that are better fitted to the needs of the engineering profession

in relation to the design of high importance structures (eg.NPP's) .

This requires first , in order to use an accurate language, the

adoption of appropriate representations for the expected ground

motions during a future event, as well as for the expected sequence

of future events. In order to control the safetv level of structures,

the representations adopted should be consistent with the philo-

sophy of structural analysis and design. The parameters of the
45*?

models adopted should be specified and calibrated such as to per-

mit design engineers to adopt, on the basis of significant and

reliable information, an appropriate level of earthquake protec-

tion.
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Three basic representations of future ground motions are

considered:R^:stochastic (e.g. spectrum densities); R_:time-

history (suitably, artificial accelerograms); R3:design spectra

(with controlled non-exceedance probability). R. is considered

the basic one, since it makes it possible to account for the

various features of ground motion (spectral characteristics, 3D

characteristics,non-synchronousness of motion at different

ground-structure contact points) and it makes it possible also

to derive specifications for representations R_ or R3. Relation-

ships between the representations referred to are discussed. The

sequence of expected events may be represented by means of pois-

sonian models or of non-poissonian ones.It is felt that pois-

sonian models are satisfactory for the case of new structures

with a long service duration. Non-poissonian models could be of

interest primarily in case of existing structures, when decisions

of eventual intervention in order to provide satisfactory earth-

quake protection for a subsequent (possibly short) service dura-

tion are to be made.

Preference is given to the following approach:adoption of an

appropriate stochastic model of ground motion, depending on a

finite (small) number of parameters;identification of classes

of motions with different spectral contents, to be expected at

a site; calibration of recurrence characteristics for each class

of motions.

Three levels of probabilistic approach to structural design

are usual: P, :semi-probabilistic (currently adopted in codes);

Pj:simplified probabilistic; P3:consistent probabilistic. Com-

patibility between these levels and the representations RlfR2,

R, is discussed. It is recommended to contribute to a passage,

in earthquake protection activities, from the P.̂  philosophy to

the P, philosophy, which permits a consistent safety control.

The calibration of parameters characterizing site conditions

should be done in a way to account for the features of local

hazard, yet leaving room for explicit decision to engineers.

Decisions should be made in every case considering the impor-

tance of structures designed and their expected service dura-

tion.

THE GEOTHEHMAL FIELD OP SEISMOACTIVE AREAS

Sard Sardarov

The institute of geothermal problems of the

Daghestan branch of the Academy of sciences of the USSR

The bank of geothennal data contains above 12.000 heat flow values .Their statis

tical analisis allows to establish a structure of fields on variou levels,

ranging from the Earth's crust to separate tectonic elements / the West-Siberian

platform and the Urals, The North American and the Pacific Oceanic plates, the
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Appalachian mountains, the Australian platform/.Two types of distribution become
evident. One of them ia characterised by high dispersion and by a great mean
value. This distribution is conneotid with tectonioalli active zones.Thus, the
statistical properties of a geothermal field are an indioator of tectonic
activity. At low levels of the hierarchy they describe the fields of seismio
activity. To check it up we studied geothermal fields in a seismically dangerous
region of the Daghastan Wedge /north Caucasus/.The geothermal field was also
investigated with the help of flying apparatus. A possibility of a distant
seismic estimation has been established.

SEISMICIW AND SEISMIC RISK IN NORTHEAST INDIA

S.K.Sarmah and D.K.Deka

Department of Environmental Science, Gauhati University

The northeastern part of India bounded by 22°-30°N latitude and 89°-98°E longi-

tude is seismically very active. The epicenters of the earthquakes do not seem

to be associated with known faults and major lineaments. The statistical compu-

tations based on available earthquake catalogues of the region and historical

informations, tend to indicate a return period of 50-60 years for earthquakes

of magnitude greater than 8. A study of temporal variation of ts/tp ratio from

earthquakes recorded by local seismic network indicates the anomalous variation

of ts/tp ratio before each earthquake of magnitude above 4. The anomaly duration

time plotted against magnitude gives a linear relationship between these two

parameters. This relation yields an anomalous duration time of about 10 years

for earthquakes of magnitude greater than 8. This seems to agree with the seis-

mic quiescence of about 10 years before the earthquake of 1950(M=8.6). Compu-

tations of seismic risk in terms of the probability of occurrence of peak ground

accelerations of certain values within different design periods indicate that

Shillong plateau. Eastern Himalaya and Arakan-yoma belts are high risk regions

where as Brahmaputra valley, Bengal basin and Surma valley are low risk regions

of northeast India.

HAP OF MAXIMUM EXPECTED KACR05EI8MIC INTENSITY IN EASTERN EUROPE

Vladimir Schenkr Zclenka SchenkoviU Frantisek Mantlikr Pavel Kottnauer
Geophysical Institute* Czechosl.Acad.Sci.» Bo£n£ II £.p.l401» 14131 Praha 4

Czechoslovakia

Elena Alekseravna K romeckaya
Instituta of the Physics of the E- rthr Acad.Sci. of the USSRf

Bol'shaya Gruzinskaya 10* '̂ ,3810 Moscow B-242» USSR

Isoseismal maps of strong earthquakes having occurred in Eastern Europe
were converted into higher intensity levels in order that probable expected
macraseismic effects could be obtained. The method allowing that conversion is
based on finding generalised circular isoseismals (Schenkr 1984). Since there
was a sufficient amount of observed Macroseismic fields in this territory* the
influence o_f focal depth could be introduced into conversion. The conversion of
the observed Macroseismic fields has not exceeded 2 degrees of the MSK scale.
Summation of all the converted isos"eismal maps over the whole territory of
Eastern Europe allows the map of maximum expected macroseismic intensity to be
compiled.
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SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT FOR CENTRAL EUROPE

Vladimir Schenkr Zdeftka Schenkovd", F>anti£ek Mantlik* Pavel Kottnauer
Geophysical Institute* Czechasl. Acad.Sci.* Bocni II c.p„1401, 14131 Praha 4

Czechoslovakia

Gottfried Gruenthal
Central Institute of Physics of the Earth» Acad.Sci. of the GDR,

Telegrafenbergr 1561 Potsdam* GDR

Central Europe belongs to a relatively consolidated geological part of
Europe* which is affected from the south and southeast directions by young
structural units of the Alpine-Himalayan orogenetic belt. Even though histori-
cal reports on individual seismic events in this area date as far back as one
thousand years ago* we cannot say we understand the seismogenic regime of
earthquake source zones of this part of Europe in detail. The periodicity of
earthquake occurrence is rather low with Mostly small earthquakes originating.
Sometimes they cluster in time and in space or create small earthquake swarms
(e.g. in the Vogtland region). It is understandable that from the past only
occurrences of a feu great characteristic earthquakes are reported and the
question of how to connect these disastrous events with the source zones deli-
neated recently in Central Europe on the basis of epicentres of small and
moderate earthquakes has to be solved. Apart from this question* other problems
often affect quite substantionally the results of the seismic hazard calcula-
tion* for example* classification of dependent and independent ev3nts* normali-
zation of the earthquake regime per period of observation and/or the size of
the area under study* application of different attenuation laws of seismic
vibrations* etc. Seismic hazard calculations* which have been applied to the
territory of Central Europe* allow us to demonstrate influence of some of the
above-mentioned factors upon the final hazard values.

LlATHEuATICAL LIODELLUJG 03? A UACK0SEI3KIC FIELD WITH 3I15ULTA1JEOUS
ALLOWANCE FOR ELLIPTIC ISOSEISMALS, FOCAL DEPTH AND EARTHQUAKE ENERGY

S.S.Selduzova, A.F.Berr, H.LT. Yankovskaya
Institute of Geology and Geophysics

Uzbek Academy of Sciences, Tashkent, USSR

Recently we have elaborated the novel types of the macroaeiamic field models
in order to compute the quantitative bases of the seismic zoning maps. These
bases represent the seismic shakeability (or seismic risk) meps. The novel
types of models are the modifications of the known macroscismic models of
Blake-Shebalin and KBvesligethy. At the first stage of making the modelling
the circular form of isoseismals has been'replaced by elliptic one.
The obtained model has been examined by means of using the macroseismic
observation data for strong earthquakes of Eastern Uzbekistan and mountain
surrounding. While modelling the orientations of the principal axes of the
observed elliptic isoseismals on the territory under investigation have been
taken into account. The comparative analysis has revealed that the convergence
of the computation and the observation results for elliptic form of isoseismals
appeared to be higher than for their circular form.
The following stage in making the macroseismic models was accounting of the
dependence of the principal axis size of elliptic isoseismals on the focal
depth and earthquake energy. The final model represents the implicit function.
The basic arguments of this model are the following: macroseismic intensity,
earthquake magnitude, hypocentral distance, focal depth and angle allowing for
the orientation of the major axi3 of the elliptic iso3eismal in the area. For
determining the parameters of the final model an algorithm has been compiled.
According to this algorithm the solving procedure is divided into several
stages. At first the dependence of the ratio of the elliptic isoseismal axes
on the focal depth is established by using the least-3quare-method.
The obtained dependence would be included into the general model of the mncro-
seismic field. Then for the general model a functional would be derived and
the other model parameters would be found by use of the same least-square-
method. After determination of all the model parameters the orientation of the
elliptic isoseismal axes must be stated by solving the inverse problem for each
studied earthquake. The procedure described would be reiterated by applying
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the iteration method. The whole modelling ends with computation of the
theoretical macroseismie intensity field.
The general macroseiamic model with necessary accounting of all the factors
mentioned above has been employed for Eastern Uzbekistan. The initial data were
the same as those used before. Results of comparative analysis shov/ed the
effectiveness of this model.

THE BODY-WAVES VELOCITIES DISTRIBUTION IN THE

KAMCHATKA!! FOCAL ZONE

N.V.Semenets, O.V.Potapova, N.P.Lyabina

Institute of the Physics of the Earth,

Kamchatkan Geophysical Station,

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski, 683024,USSR

To build the velocities distribution of body-waves the records of kamchatkan

earthquakes were used. The earthquakes were recorded by the nearest to the

focal zone regional stations. The focal zone was presented as a plane for

which the sum of squares of distances was minimal. The pecularities of the

velocity structure of different depth across the focal zone were analysed.

The character of the media structure change in the direction from the con-

tinent to the ocean through the focal layer was studied. Two-dimensional ve-

locities distribution was got out of the inverse problem solution by Bacus

and Gilbert method. The apparent velocity estimation for near traces was

given. The layer and average velocities have been studied by the vertical

travel-time method. We tried to exclude mistakes, connected with the influ-

ence of esrthcrust heterogeneity under the stations. The key-questions dis-

cussed are: the existance of a waveguide at a depth of 150-200 km, lateral

heterogeneity of the focal zone; the contrast of the of the focal zone in

comparison with the containing media. The comparison with other authors'

results is given.

DEVELOPMENT OP THE KRESNA EARTHQUAKE SOURCE
HJ SOUTHWESTERN BULGARIA

Derina Sokerova and Sylvia Velichkova
Geophysical Institute, BAS

Acad. G. Bonchev Str,, bio 3. 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria

The known Kresna earthquake source is located in Southwestern Bulgaria and re-
fers to the inner plate sources in the Thracia-Anatolian plate. It developa in
the western highly seismoactive region of the Rhodopian maSBif and participates
in the seismotectonic active nowadays subparallel fracture zone of the earth's
crust in the region of the old -geological structure with submeridional faults
in the valleys of the rivers of Struma and Mestao

The present study includes space-time and depth-frequency distributions and
energy distribution of earthquakes that have occurred in the Kresna zone limi-
ted withini X=41 3 - 42°4; *f = 22°0 - 24 1 for a period from the 9-th century
up to 1982. Seismic occurrences in the Kresna dource whose activity continues
are documented from the 9-th century. In the present century on 4.04.1904 in
the Kresna zone the strongest earthquake couple (M=7,l; M=7,8) has occurred in
Europe. The space epicenter distribution shows a great accumulation of the
earthquakes in a WSW-ENE direction. The depth-frequency earthquake distribu-
tion indicates a high seismogenity of the "granite" layer (0-24 km). The depth
earthquake penetration of the Kresna fault in the period under investigation
is in the earth's crust up to 50 km.,
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SEISMIC WAVE MODELLING FOR THE EARTH'S OF THE
TRANSCARPATHIA1T REGION WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Starodub George and Brych Taras
Institute of Applied problems of mechanics and mathematics

of Academy of Sciences of Ukrainian SSR, Lviv, USSR

The finite element method was applied to the problem of modelling of seismic
wave propagation in the Earth's crust section in the Transcarpathian region.
Modelling was carried out by FEM with the use of the direct integration me-
thods for initial value problems. This makes possible the modelling of various
composite media with the given ahead accuracy degree. The wave field pattern
for the velocity section model of the Pannonian massive region diverge from
the field, synthesized for the horisontelly layered half space. The layer
inhomogencity influence is being noticed on the boundary for the Peripiennine
fault. The wave field character weakly depends on noncontrast scattering squa-
res of layer internals. The wave field is calculated for the points of dislo-
cation of local seismostations.

AUTOMATICAL CORRECTION OP THE MEDIUM M3DEL
STRUCTURE UNDER THE WEST UKRAINE SEISMOSTATIONS

Starodub George and Gnyp Andrew
Institute of Applied problems of mechanics and mathematics of

Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, Lviv, USSR

The inverse dynamic problem of seismology was solved for the two-dimensional
case when plane waves propagate through the horizontally layered half space
from the depth. The sum of squares of residuals between the synthetic seis-
mogram and the observed one was minimized by searching of the optimal medium
model. The independent model parameters were P-waves velocities and thick-
nesses of each layer. The matrix method was used for the Earth model synthetic
seismogram calculations. Special algorithm was constructed with the use of
the computer symbolic mathematics to get exact values of the displacement deri-
vatives and to eliminate the source influence. The method developed in this
investigation was applied to process the series of the far-field seismograms
registered at the seismostations "Uszhorod", "Kosiv", "Miszhirya". The statis-
tical average models have been obtained for each seismostation. These models
diverge from those initial ones built on the base of the TV-th International
Geotraverse data. The new information is obtained for the velocity and density
crust section for the Transkarpathian region.

UNIFORM RISK SPECTRUM OF STRONG EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTION

Georgios N. Stavrakakis
National Observatory of Athens. Seismological Institute

Joanna E. Papoulia
Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization. Athens

The object of assessing risk analysis is usually to describe, for the
purpose of earthquake resistant design, the nature of possible future skakir.g.
A uniform risk functional (Fourier spectrum. response spectrum,
duration etc) is defined. according to Anderson and Trifunac (1977).
so that the probability. that it is exceeded during any
earthquake is independent of the frequency of the seismic waves.
In the present study an attempt is made to find the uniform risk Fourier
spectrum at a realistic site, taking into account the earthquake size, source to
site distance and recording site conditions.
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PROPOSALS FOR AN INVESTIGATION PROGRAMME
AND WORKINB STAGES FOR THE SEISMIC SITE STUDIES

Mihaela StefSnescu
Institute of Hydroelectric Studies and Design, Bucharest, ROMANIA

The paper presents a proposal -for an earthquake engineering investigation
program taking into account the enlarged site o-f special constructions in our
country such as: nuclear power plants, hydroenergetical system, construction
of national importance.
This programme deals with the investigation stages and specific working
activities that fulfil the recommandation of the Code P100-81 and Code
729/79.
More than 11 studies in this field have been based on this programme?
performed between the period 1979 - 1939 by the author of this papsr.

SEISMIC SURVEY CONCERNING THE SITE OF
THE MANECIU - VALENII DE MUNTE HIDROENERBETIC SYSTEM

Mihaela Stefanescu
Institute Df Hydroelectric Studies and Design, Bucharest, ROMANIA

For the aseismic design of the surge tank, a seismic survey concerning the
site of the Maneciu-Valenii de Munte hydroelectric system has been performed.
Based of the historical data in the field, on the seismic recordings received
from the seismic stations in the country and on the in-situ geophysical
measurements, the seismicity of the site has been determined. The types of
earthquekes as well as the maximum seismic levels in the area have also been
established. At the sama time, the main characteristics Df the site seismic
motion have been assessed.
The survey has made possible the generation of synthetic accelerograms (with
ACSIMUL computer program) and their owm seismic response spectra (with SHAKE
program) necessary for the performance of the structural dynamic calculation.

LIQUEFACTION OP THE SOIL AND CRAKS 0? THE BUILDING AT DYNAMIC STRESS

Bohumll Svoboda
Stavebnf geologie, Prague

The variation of the geotechnical properties of the soils are observed in the
earthquakes regions. The main interest Is concerned first of all the
liquefaction of the soils. Many experiments of cohesive and noncohesive soils
wer* done at the special dynamic laboratory Stavebnf geologie Prague*
The dynamic properties of those soils are depending on their Inner struoture.
The craks of the building may be observed in earthquake regions if they are
foundated on llquefactloned soils. The special geoteohnical and laboratory
investigation may determine this soils*
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL VELOCITY STRUCTURE IN THE AXIAL PLANE
OF BENIOFF ZONE IN THE SOUTH AEGEAN SEA

S.T.TASSOS. J.S.KALOGERAS
National Observatory of Athens, Seismologica 1 Institute.

P.O.Box 20048. Gr 118 10. Athens, Greece.
and I.P.KUZIN

Seismologicai Laboratory, Institute of Oceanography,
Krasikova 23, Moscow 117218. U.S.S.R.

A method developed by Kuzin (1974) for the determination or body waves
velocities with the use of travel-time residuals of events, that l ie on a
Benioff zone plane, has been applied.

Two polygons, one referring to the VLS station, at Cephalloma island, and
another to ARG station, at Rhodes island, have been used. Events with focal
depths h > 30 km and magnitudes 4.0 1 M- < 6.5 have been considered. The two
areas have been devided in blocks of one square degree and 50 km depth with 50%
overlap. In each block the average travel-time residual, the average focal depth
and the average epicentral distance, with reference to VLS and ARG stations,
have been calculated. In each center of gravity of focal depth in) and
epicentral distance (A) the average travel-time residual has been assigned. Then
the travel-time residual field has been constructed, the gradients of
travel-time residuals along segments of ray-paths were determined and. finally,
the observed values of velocities along the chosen segments of ray-paths were
calculated.

SYNTHESIS OF RISK-CONSISTENT STRONG GROUND NOTION IN GREECE

AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

G-Akis Tselentis
University of Patras , Lab. of Theoretical and Applied Seismology

Dept. of Applied Geology and Geophysics, Patras 261 10, Greece

This paper addresses the problem of strong ground notion synthesis in the area of Greece,
by combining p robab i l i s t i c seismic hazard analysis and s tochas t ic earthquake models.
F i r s t , a standard p robab i l i s t i c seismic hazard analysis i s applied, taking into account the
peak ground accelera t ion and the corresponding annual probabi l i ty of exceedance i s
evaluated. Next, the ground motion parameters such as duration, predominant frequency and
spectral shape are expressed as functions of earthquake magnitude and distance and are
determined as condit ional means corresponding to the annual probabi l i ty of exceedance for
the ground motion in tens i ty . On t h i s b a s i s , r i sk-consis tent earthquake motions are
generated using the above derived parameters. The paper adresses also the problem of
nonlinear s o i l amplification by considering both the s i t e parameters and baserock motion
intensity.

ANALYSIS OF INDUCED SEISMICITY
AT THE MOST IMPORTANT DAMS OF ROMANIA

Gheorghe V i n t i l e s c u and Traian MQldoveanu
I n s t i t u t e o-f H y d r o e l e c t r i c S t u d i e s and Des ign , Buchares t , ROMANIA

The paper presents a synthesis of the seismic supervision results of the
Romanian dams, that has started in 1774 by installing the -first seismic
stations at Izvorul Muntelui — Bicar: and Vidra — Lotru dams.
It is shown the contribution o-f the data provided by the seismic stations
to local seismicity study at> well as to the regional seismicity study.
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ON RELATONSSPOTTHE^TH;|ROJAT,ON AND

han Yanben, Li Zhisen
Beijing Astronomical Observatory,

Chinese Academy of Sciences

Recently much attention has been given to the influence of the variations
of the Earth's rotation and the solar activity on seismicity. In this paper the
relationship between the variations of the Eartlf s rotation and the solar ac-
tivity and major and large earthquakes, especially the shallow earthquakes,
was discussed. We found that the seismicity is related to the Earth s rota-
tion and the solar activity. We particularly, noticed, for some regions if thar
structure systems are similar, their seismicities are related to the certain
state of above-mentioned variations (for example, the acceleration or decel-
eration motion of the Earth's rotation, the strengthen and weaken of the
solar activity). The synthetical influences of the variations of astronomical
factors upon seisuicity were analysed in a method of comprehensive prob-
ability with many conditions. We made an exhaustive study of major and
large earthquakes occurred in China with the method, and a definited result
was obtained. The variations may be stimulus of the earthquakes occurred
the regions or seismic belts. The full research of the object will be proba-
bly significant for study of scismicity and providing long and/or middle-term
information for earthquake forecasting.

FAULT SEGMENTATION AND ITS EFFECT ON ESTIMATES OF EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE
AND SEISMIC HAZARD

Robert R. Youngs and Kevin J. Coppersmith
Geomatrix Consultants, San Francisco, California, USA

The location and extent of future coseismic ruptures along a seismic source are criti-
cally important characteristics for evaluating the source's contribution to seismic
hazard in a region. This information is provided by an assessment of fault segmenta-
tion. Segmentation points are locations that have served as repeated barriers to past
earthquake ruptures and thus may limit the extent of future earthquake ruptures. Their
existence has been documented both in studies of historic-J. ruptures along major
subduction zones and in paleoseismic studies of earthquake rupture along crustal faults.
They are identified by changes in fault behavior and by the existence of diagnostic
features, such as fault bends and stepovers, fault branches and discontinuities, and the
cross-cutting features. We present a quantitative approach for assessing the probabil-
ity of fault segmentation based on an empirical study of the frequency with which
various characteristics occur at the termination of ruptures and how often they have
been ruptured through.

Once distinct fault segments have been identified, they provide a physical basis for
assessing the maximum size of future earthquake ruptures. Fault segmentation also
impacts earthquake recurrence. Studies have shown that fault segments tend to produce
similar size ruptures, rather than events exponentially distributed in size. These
observations have led to alternative earthquake magnitude-frequency relationships, such
as the characteristic earthquake and maximum moment models. Recent paleoseismic studies
of crustal faults, as well as historical data from subduction zones, also suggest that
ruptures on adjacent fault segments may be linked in time, rather than occurring
independently. We present some earthquake recurrence models that capture this non-
exponential behavior and explore their implications to estimates of seismic hazard as a
function of proximity to the fault and exposure time period for the facility of
interest.
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A PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF SEISMIC HAZARD IN JORDAN

M. Semih YUCEMEN
Department of Statistics

Middle East Technical University
Ankara, TURKEY 06531

Geological and seismological data indicate that in most parts of Jordan,
especially along the Jordan-Dead Sea transform fault system, the seismic hazard
is significant. The effects of earthquakes have been recorded for almost 4000
years and historical documents show clearly that destructive earthquakes have
shaken the region on several occasions since ancient times. Since the major
cities and industry are located in earthquake prone regions, it is quite impor-
tant to assess the seismic hazard in Jordan by making use of all the available
information.

In this paper, probabilistic and statistical methods are used to assess the
seismic hazard in Jordan and the vicinity. The probabilistic approach incor-
porates the uncertainties associated with the seismicity parameters and the
attenuation equation and provides the probabil ity distribution of the peak-
ground acceleration. Different potential seismic sources were identified over
the region and the seismicity parameters for each source are assessed by carry-
ing out a comprehensive statistical analysis.

The results are displayed in the form of seismic hazard maps showing iso-
acceleration contours corresponding to return periods of 475 and 1000 years.
Alternative seismic hazard maps consistent with different assumptions on the
seismicity of the region are also developed in order to examine the sensitivity
of results to these assumptions.

GROUHD-MOTION PREDICTION FOR A MAXIilUH EXPECTED WEST-BOHEMIA EARTHQUAKE

Jifi Zahradnik, Ludvik Urban
Department of Geophysics and Meteorology, Charles University

V Holesoviekach 2, 180 00 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia

The work is devoted to a combined deterministic-stochastic prediction of the
ground-motion velocity time history for the maximum expected earthquake
(magnitude M= 5.2) in West Bohemia, Czechoslovakia. We assume a similarity
with the last great earthquake swarm of that area (1985/86). We restrict to
a site of the temporary station VAC (Geophys. Inst. Czechosl. Acad. Sci.) at
the epicentral distance of about 10 km, for which quality digital data were
collected up to IU 4.2.

The predicted horizontal ground motion velocity v(t) is given by a con-
volution of the impulse response of the medium i(t) and the source time
function-ft-(t). The impulse response i(t) is an approximately computed direct
S wave followed by a random time series, the duration and envelope of which
is estimated from the weakest events of the 1985/86 swarm. The time function
jft.(t) is a deterministic function dependent on the expected moment II and
stress drop ^C~. The K - M and AO"*- U relations are also taken from the
1985/86 swarm. °

For M^;4.2 the method is tested through comparisons of the "predicted"
ground motions with the actual records. The comparisons indicate that
admissible misfits are related to variable hypocentre locations, source-to-
site paths and focal mechanisms. More serious complications arise from the not
very v/ell known dependence of the stress drop on moment, and the variable
source multiplicity. The main result, i.e. the Ifc 5.2 prediction, represents
an extrapolation uncertain mainly due to the deterministically unpredictable
source multiplicity. Some attempts to estimate limiting cases of a very simple
or a very complex event are discussed.



SEISMICITY AKD ITS RELATION WITH THE INTERACTION Of PLATES IN SOUTHEAST OF CHINA

Shoo-Xi^n Zgng and Ka-Xia Lei
Department of geophysics, Peking university, Beijing, China

The spacial distribution and fault plnne solutions of earthquakes in southeast of

China were studied using the data from I.S.C. and seismological network in China.

The earthquakes are mainly distributed in Taiwan area, they form three groups:

To the east of 122°E, between 23?3N and 25.5°N there is seismic belt in E-W

direction, forming clenr Benioff zone; From 25°H,122OE to 22°N, 121.5°E there is

a seismic belt in nearly N-S direction; From 12?'E to 123°E and 22°N to 23°N, there

are shallow earthquakes, some of them are quite big. In central and west part of

Taiwan, earthquakes are less dense and scattered. In southeastern part of the

continent of China, earthnuakes are also less dense and concentrated in near

coast area^along some faults which are strike in NE-SW direction. It was found

that the Philippine sea plnte subducted beneth the Ryukyu arc in "the Eorth of

23.3°K and the East of 122°E; In the eastern coast range of Taiwan, between

21.5°II and 24.4'N collision between the Philippine sen plate and The eurasian

plate occured; To the South of 22.9°N, the south China sea plate subducted under

Philippine sea plate. The axes of compression stress in most part of Taiwan and

southeastern part of the continent are in the direction of SEÊ NW'tf, it reflects

the collision of plates. In the eastern coast range of Taiwan between 23.8 N and

24.2°N, the axes of compression stress are in the direction of N-3, it is caused

by the subduction from south to north there. In the southwest of Taiwan, the axes

of compression stress are in SW-NE direction, it may reflect.,the subduction of

=outh China sea plate under Philippine sea plate.

SEISMIC ITY AND STRESS STATE IK KURIL ISLANDS AND THE SEA OF OKHOTSK

Shao-Xian Zang and Zhong-Liang Wu
Department of geophysics, Peking university, Beijing, China

The distribution of earthouf.kes of mb^4.0 from 1971 to 1986 were studied using

the data from I.S.C.; 60 fault plane solutions were obtained using the first

motions of compressional wave from I.S.C. and the network of the Chinese

earthquake observatory. The earthquakes distributed mainly in an arc-like belt

along Kuril isle/ids. There is an obvious Benioff zone beneath kuril islands and

Kamchaka, the maxmum depth is about 619 km,the dip direction is about in N55°W

and the dip angle is about 45°. The pattern of activety of earthquakes were also

studied and found some corelations. The p axes of fault plane solutions in crust

in both side of the trench are in the NW direction and nearly horizontal,

reflecting the compression of the Pacific plate. The streess state on the

subduction zone varies with the depth: Above 114 km, the T axes are nearly

consistent with the direction of subducting; in the range of depths from 114 km

to 175 km, the focal mechanisms are divided into two groups: one is that the T

axes coincide with the direction of subducting and P axe3 are nearly horizontal,

the another is that the P axes are in the direction of subducting and T axes are

nearly horizontal; in the depths of 175 km to 220 km, the P axes coincide with

the direction of subducting; From 320 km to 440 km, P and T axes are not as good

in gathering as in other depths, but the P axes appear to close to the direction

of subducting; In the depths from 515 km to 619 km, the P axes coicide with the

direction of subdueting. The reason for the stress state were discussed.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FRACTJiL DIMENSION OF

SEISMIC ACTIVITIES BEFORE AND AFTER LARGE EARTHQUAKES

An Zhenwen Wang Linying and Zhu Chuanzhen

Institute of Geophysics, State Seismological Bureau

Based on the fractal geometry viewpoint of Mandelbrot,
seismic activities (ML > 3.0 ) before and after three large
earthquakes of Heicheng, Tangshan and Songpan are analysed for
their statistic self-similarity in time and space distribution,
and their fractal dimensions are also calculated according to
their general features in time and space distributions. The
results show that the distribution features in time and space are
similar to one dimension Cantor set or one dimension continuum
Cantor set. Take the time of large earthquake occurrence as the
symmetric point, the fractal dimensions obtained before and after
large earthquake occurrence are distinctly different. Generally,
the distribution in time and space have lower fractal dimension
before earthquake occurrence than that after the earthquake.

The fractal dimension is considered to be a good quality of
physics for describing the complexity of seismic activities in
time and space. It may be very useful for pridicting large
earthquake occurrence in the future.

SHORT ANOMALIES OF RESIDUALS OF TIME
TITUDE AND MAJOR EARTH
AROUND OBSERVATORIES

AND LATITUDE AND MAJOR EARTHQUAKES

Li Zhisen, Han Yacben
Beijing Astronomical Observatory,

Chinese Academy of Sciences

Behind Tangshan earthquake(M=7.9, July 28,1976), we found that a type
of obvious short anomaly appears in the residuals of astronomical time and
latitude of Beijing observatory(from Tangshan epicentre 160km) preceding
to the occurrence of the great earthquake, and then it vanishes. By our
deduction, the anomaly may be related with this earthquake. For identifi-
cation of this idea, the materials of over 30 observatories since 1966 have
been analyzed. The results show that these characteristic anomalies before
earthquake have been observed very frequently at these observatories in the
vidnit of which major earthquakes have occurred, and for the observatories
of no earthquakes or during time intervals of no earthquakes in seismic active
regions, the type of anomaly appear very rarely, the correlation between the
short anomalies and the earthquakes is very well, more than 0.9. In recent
years, we have continuously collected and analyzed the related materials.
This phenomenon may be considered as true.

According to our analysis, a relatively dependable and precise astrometric
instrument (e.g. PZT or Astrolabe) may reflect the earthquakes of M>7.0
within 300km Cram observatories (or within 100km for M>6.0). The short
anomalies appear in its residuals in 3-5 months before the major earthquakes.

In the light of the theoritical investigation, these characteristic anomalies
before earthqukes are essentially due to the variations of the local veitical,
and this variation maybe caused by the removal of the underground mass. We
hold that the astrometric classical instruments may be applied to geosdences,
especially to earthquake prediction.
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The First Successful Examination of the Residual
Anomalies of Astronomical Time-latitude

Before Major Earthquake

Li Zhi-sen, Han Yanben
Beijing Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences

The high correlations between the residual anomalies and major earthquakes
have been provided by a lot of the historical observations. It is necessory to
examine this phenomenon directly with astronomical instruments of time-latitude
determinations.

The conditions for examination works are severe and exact, as in following:
1) The performance and precision of the instruments should be excellent.
2) The observations should be strengthened and enhanced.
3) Reduction and process of observations should be in time.
4) There should be major earthquake around the observatories

Behind the operation of the II-type photoelectrical astrolabe (made in China)
of Yunnan Observatory(25° 01'32 "N, 102°47'E) have obtained many results on
the ERP and catalogues. It could sensitively reflect the major earthquakes around
Kunming. Thus, we have prepared the examination works.

By comparision, we select the optimum method, in which the local terms of Z
and T should be fitted and be removed. From 1988, the IERS began to publish
the predicted values of ERP for 3 months, Their precision are more good than
the one of BIH's and be satisfactory to process timely the observation residuals.
Three times of the standard deviations are regarded as the limit of anomalies.

Behind the occurrence of Luquan earthquake at 1985 (Ms=6.1, D= 80km).
The residual curves are even regular. But on March 15, the curves of RF as
well as RT begun to deviate rapidly to the end it exceed the ones before Luquan
earthquake, on April 5, the result was reported to the Seismological Bureau of
Yunnan Province. On April 15, a major earthquake of Ms=5.5 occurred in Hui
Dong Prefecture of Sichuan Province(26°23'N, 102°52'E).

Afterwards, these anomalies are yet obtained by the determined values of ERP.
This is a successful examination for the residual anomalies of astronomical time-
latitude before major earthquakes. The experiences and success should be ex-
changed and pass.

RELATIONS OF THE INITIAL RUPTURE AND EARTHQUAKE FAULT PARAMETERS

Vyacheslav M. Zobin

I n s t i t u t e of Volcanology, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 683006, USSR

Tensor moment-centroid (CMT) data by Dziewonski and focal parameters from the f i r s t a r r i v a l s of

seismic waves were simultaneously investigated for 55 1977-1986 earthquakes in the Kamchatka -

Commander region. The magnitude range considered was 4 .5-7 .5 ; the focal depths were 0-190 km.

The following parameters were studied: or igin t ime, hypocenter coordinates , focal mechanism and

seismic moment. Estimations from the f i r s t a r r i v a l s were brought in to corre la t ion with the

i n i t i a l rupture in the earthquake focus and CMT estimations with the main earthquake f a u l t .

The pr incipal r e su l t s obtained are as follows: sh i f t s of the centroid location with respect to

i n i t i a l hypocenters depend on the tectonic pos i t ion of earthquake f o c i ; the character of the

source-time function depends on the sign of the main faul t spreading (downwards, upwards, in

horizontal d i rec t ion) ; the hypocenter areas are dist inguished in which the type of faul t ing

in the focus changes from the i n i t i a l rupture t o the main f a u l t , as well as the areas in which

the type of fault ing does not change. The dependence of the r e s u l t s obtained on the cha rac t e r i -

s t i c s of the regional s t r e s s system i s shown.
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